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        The current thesis involves the preparation of superconducting 

compounds both of HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ ,Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-

x   O8+δ ,TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ ,Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ and the 

study of the effect of partial substitution of Pb instead of Hg, Tl and Ni 

instead of Cu on the structural, electrical and mechanical properties of 

super compounds HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+,Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-

x   O8+δ,TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ, Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ  where 

Pb = 0.5 and the value of  Ni  (x = 0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1).  

 The aim of this study is to investigate the conditions and optimal 

replacement ratios for the formation of the high phase (Hg-1223), Tl-1223) 

and  there  stability, then  try to obtain the highest critical temperature 

(High-Tc), as well as to know the ranges of frequency in which these 

specimens  can be worked  under normal conditions.  

The specimens were synthesized by a solid state reaction method 

appropriate weights of high purity oxides (HgO, Tl2O3, CaO, CuO, PbO, 

NiO), powders were mixed using a manual mortar for( 40-60) minutes, 

hydraulic press using under pressure of 7ton / cm
2
 for two minutes, in the 

form of tablets with a diameter of 1.5cm and a thickness of (0.2-0.3cm), 

specimens were sintered   in normal air at 850 ° C for 24 h, (5
0
C / min) in 

order to obtain a bonding material and to ensure a gradual diffusion 

between the atoms occur. Then, the specimens were cooled to room 

temperature at the same heating rate. 

The results of XRD showed that all specimens have a tetragonal structure 

and showed that they contained the large proportion of the high phase (Hg-

1223), Ti-12223) with low percentages of the low phases (Hg-1212) (Hg-

1201) and (H-1201) Ti-1201) with some impurities, and the highest phase 



ratio (Hg-1223) was for specimens HgBa2Ca2Cu2.4Ni0.6O8+, 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.2Ni0.8O8+ which was, (82.959%), (81.737%) 

respectively and the highest phase ratio (Tl-1223) for specimens, 

TlBa2Ca2Cu2.4     O9-δ,Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6     O9-δ was,  (85.046%), 

(83.800%) respectively. The results of the lattice constants(a = b, c) 

showed an increase in the value of c. The ratio (c / a) and the unit cell 

density  for the above specimens have the highest value of the axis c and 

these values are (c = 16.2484 A
ᵒ
) , c =( 16.0635 A

ᵒ
), c = (16.043 A

ᵒ
3), (c = 

15.8110 A
ᵒ
) respectively .   

By examining the behavior of the specimens through variation the 

electrical resistivity as a function of the temperature using the four-probe 

technique, we obtained the values of the critical transition temperatures and 

the energy gap values of the specimens. All specimens showed a metallic 

behavior and high transition temperature where the transition temperature 

which obtained for the specimen HgBa2Ca2Cu2.4Ni0.6O8+ was 138.5K 

which also had the highest value of the energy gap (Eg = 0.0421eV) and 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.2Ni0.8O8+ the critical transition was to (Tc = 139K) 

and the energy gap value (Eg = 0.0419eV), TlBa2Ca2Cu2.4     O9-δ( 

Tc=134.6K and Eg =0.0409eV and for specimen 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6     O9-δ the value of Tc=140K and Eg =0.0425e . 

The dielectric constant (real, imaginary),dielectric loss (tan) and 

alternating electrical conductivity)  properties of the specimens were 

investigated  as a function of frequency in the range (50 Hz-5MHz) at room 

temperature. It has been observed that there is a clear  variation in the 

dielectric properties with the partial substitution of (Pb) and (Ni), and that 

both the dielectric (real and imaginary) and dielectric  loss decreases with 

increasing frequency and begin to stabilize after the frequency (~ 10KHz) 

and that the alternating electrical conductivity increases with increasing 

frequency. Since we conclude that the dielectric properties for all 

specimens depend largely on both the ratio of substitution and frequency. 



The mechanical properties of the prepared specimens were calculated. It 

was observed that the value of the microhardness of the prepared 

specimens increased by increasing the percentage of partial substitution of 

nickel relative to the pure specimen. 

       To determine the surface characteristics of the specimens such as 

roughness, we tested the specimens by technic of AFM the atomic force 

microscope where the specimens showed a flaky structure with changes in 

homogeneity and distribution, where the specimen 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6     O9-δ  it is best for composites prepared with a  

Avg. diameter equal to 73.54 nm. 

It was observed that the effect of partial substitution of nickel instead of 

copper it was positive effective  on all properties in structure as well as in 

critical temperatures, dielectric and mechanical properties of 

superconducting compounds. 
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 :1.1 Introduction  

           In solid state physics the important properties that get attention and 

under very low temperature for many compounds and elements, resistivity 

disappeared for the  material at special temperature. This temperature 

(critical temperature) depends on type of material, this phenomena is called 

superconductivity[1].  

Superconductivity is an electrical resistance of exactly zero which occurs in 

certain materials below a characteristic temperature.                              

Like ferromagnetism and atomic spectral lines, superconductivity is a 

quantum mechanical phenomenon. It is also characterized by a 

phenomenon called the Meissner effect, the ejection of any sufficiently 

weak magnetic field from the interior of the superconductor as it transitions 

into the superconducting state. The occurrence of the Meissner effect 

indicates that superconductivity cannot be understood simply as the 

idealization of perfect conductivity in classical physics[2].                                         

In superconductor, high electric current density permanently flows with 

absolutely without power loss [3].  

The phase transition occurring at temperature called critical 

temperature Tc.  The superconducting state can be destroyed by sufficiently 

strong magnetic field Hc and critical current Ic. 

Onnes, first discovered superconductivity, in 1911 he started 

exploring the electrical properties of metal at extremely low temperature. 

He passed a current through a wire of pure mercury at low temperature. 

Mercury was chosen because it could be obtained in a very pure form [4]. 

There was no leveling off of the resistance, but at 4.2 K the resistance of 

the mercury wire suddenly vanished. In 1933, Meissner and Ochsenfeld 

have  demonstrated that a superconductor excludes the magnetic flux and it 

was a perfect diamagnetic material[5] this is called a Meissner effect. In 

1933London proposed their phenomenological theory of superconductivity 
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to describe both infinite conductivity and diamagnetic aspects[6]. They 

proved that not all magnetic flux was excluded but it had a penetration 

depth. In 1950 Ginzburg and London introduced a quantum mechanical–

phenomenological treatment based on a based complex wave function to 

treat the transition from the normal to the superconducting state[7]. The 

theory of superconductivity propose by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer 

(BCS), in 1957, has successfully explained essentially all of the phenomena 

associated with the superconducting states[8]. Such phenomena included 

specific heat, critical field, tunneling, etc. 

Bednoz . and Muller [9], began exploring a class of compounds 

composed of  Lanthanum, Barium, Copper and Oxygen, commonly known 

as La-Ba-Cu-O. Chu et al [10], showed that the Tc could be raised by 

raising the pressure. In 1987, Wang et al.[11] found superconductivity at 90 

K in a compound containing yttrium, barium, copper and oxygen. This 

significant it was the first time that a superconductor had broken the liquid 

nitrogen barrier, since it had a Tc greater than 77.2 K (the boiling point of 

liquid nitrogen). These compounds come to be known as high- temperature 

superconductors (HTS). An entire series of HTS materials have been found 

to exist when almost any rare earth atom is substituted for yttrium. In 1988, 

Meada et al. [12] announced the discovery of a compound containing 

Bismuth, Strontium, Calcium, Copper and Oxygen having a Tc of 110 K 

which showed multiple superconducting phases, and in the same year the 

discovery was made of a compound Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-O with transition 

temperature up to 125 K by Sheng et al. [13] in 1993 Schlling et al. 

discovered HgBaCaCuO system has a transition temperature of about 130K 

[14]. 
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      Many laboratories throughout the world have reported the  evidence for 

superconducting at room temperature for (Tl2Pb2) Ba2MgCu10O17+, but 

these however, have to be confirmed conclusively. The behavior of the 

resistivity as a function of temperature is shown in Figure (1-1): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1-1 ):Behavior of the resistivity [15]. 

Finally when cooled to sufficiently low temperatures, a large number of 

metals and alloys can conduct electric current without resistance. 

Obviously, these specific materials undergo a phase transition to a new 

superconducting state characterized by the complete loss of d.c. resistivity  

below a well defined critical temperature, TC [15].                                  

 

Figure.(1-2) : The Evolution of Tc with time [16]. 
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1-2 Literature Survey: 

    Axnas et al.[17] (2000) measured conductivity and  magnetocondctivity 

of polycrystalline Hg1-xTlxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+ δ with x=0 and 0.2 .They  have 

found that the transition temperature of Hg-1223 is 132 K and Hg-Tl-1223 

is    134 K, and  the resistivity ρ in zero  magnetic field is much  larger than  

for single crystal due to grain boundaries and random orientation of grains. 

        In the same year Giri et al. [18] (2001) reported investigations on the 

effect of substitution of Bi and Tl at the Hg sites in the oxygen deficient 

HgOδ layer of HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ cuprate superconductor. They prepared 

the specimens by the two-step reaction process and observed that the as-

grown HgBi0.2-xTlxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ (with x=0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2) 

corresponds to the Hg-1223 phase. It has been found that the Tc varies 

with the average cationic size of the dopant cations.  

The optimum Tc of ~131 K has been found at x=0.05 with a highest 

stability, while Hamdan et al. [19] (2001) prepared 

Hg0.8Pb0.2Ba2Ca2Cu3Oy/Fx (Hg, Pb)-1223 with a nominal fluorine content 

(weight ratio of BaF2) by a two-step solid-state reaction method and found 

that fluorine addition promotes the phase formation, the change carrier 

concentration and observed an increasing in both of Tc and Jc through 

controlled fluorine incorporation. 

     In the same year, Altshuler et al. [20] (2002) studied the magnetization 

hysteresis of (Hg1-xRex) Ba2Ca2Cu3O8+δ superconductor for x=0.1, 0.18 and 

0.25. From this curve they found that the onset temperature Tc (onset) is 

close to (133.2- 131.7) K. Also, they showed that the partial substitution of 

Hg by Re increases the stability and pinning strength of the Hg-1223 

phase, supposedly due to a decrease of the Cu–O interlayer distance, 

metallization of the interlayer planes, and added the structure disorder.  
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     Han et al. [21] (2003) have  measured the resistivity for polycrystalline        

Hg1-xTlxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ (x=0.0 and 0.2) in zero field and above the 

superconductor Tc. Also they analyzed the fluctuated conductivity (Δσ). 

With decreasing temperature two crossover temperatures could be 

identified for each specimen. The c-axis coherence length and the 

interlayer coupling factor were obtained.  

 

     Hase et al. [22] (2004) they reported the synthesis of HgBa2Can-

1CunO2n+2+δ     phases with (n =3, 4) and on relationship between their 

structural and physical properties. They calculated Fermi velocities Vf  and 

Fermi surface volume .From measurements of Fermi surfaces, they found 

(0.93-1.11) holes in Hg-1223 and (0.90 - 1.14) holes in Hg-1234 and an 

anisotropy defined by the ratio  Vfx/Vfy  is similar to that in 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3O9. 

      Monteverde  et al .[23] (2005) have  measured the  pressure sensitivity 

of Tc in fluorinated HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+ δ ceramic specimen with  different 

(F) contents ,applying  pressures  up to 30 GPa . They obtained an increase 

of Tc with the increase of pressure, reaching different maximum values, 

depending on the F doping level, and pressures. High Tc= (166±1) K was 

achieved by applying 23 GPa in fluorinated Hg-1223 sample near the 

optimum doping level. 

       Abbas. [ 24].(2006) have prepared HTSC with a nominal composition 

Hg1-x (Ag,In)x Ba2-y Sry Ca2Cu3O8+  for (0  ≤ x ≤0.5) and (0  ≤ y ≤ 0.5) by 

a solid state reaction method. The effect of the substitution of (Ag, In)on 

Hg  sites and Sr for Ba sites, sintering time, sintering temperature and γ- 

irradiation  has been  investigated to obtain the   optimum conditions  for 

the formation  and stabilization of  the high Tc-1223 phase. was found that 

substitution of Ag and Sr together enhances Tc to 127 K at x=0.2 and 

y=0.1, while for the samples substituted with In and Sr together give 
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Tc=125 K at x=0.3 and y=0.1. XRD analyses have showed a tetragonal 

structure and there is an increase of c-lattice parameter with increasing of 

Ag up to 0.3, while samples doped with In have showed a decrease in c-

lattice parameter. 

     G. Y. Hermiz [25] [2008] studied the influence of pressure on the 

properties of HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ HTSC system for different values of 

pressure (0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.9, 1.0 & 1.1) GPa is synthesized by a solid 

state reaction method. It has been proved that the specimens at P=0.2 GPa 

were semiconductor, but the action of the other specimens was 

superconductor in the temperature rang (80-300) K. Also the Tc =143K is 

the utmost at P =0.5GPa. XRD exhibits a tetragonal structure with the 

lowering of the lattice constant c with the raising of the pressure. Also we 

prove rising of the density with the pressure. 

      K. A. Jassim [26]  (2009) studied the effect of simultaneous 

substitution of Tl on the Hg site in the oxygen deficient HgOδ layer of Hg1-

xTlxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ superconductor. Polycrystalline specimens are 

synthesized by the 2 step solid state reaction method. Electrical resistivity 

measured by four probe technique. The highest Tc (zero) were (108, 

102,113, 118, 125 and 121) K for Hg1-xTlxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ with x = 0.0, 

0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25 respectively. The best Tc (zero) =125 K and 

Tc (onset) = 136K was reported for the compound 

Hg0.8Tl0.2Ba2Ca2Cu3O8.293. All the specimens were synthesized with O2 

flow. (XRD) test gives a pseudo tetragonal structure with growing of the c-

axis lattice constant for the specimens doped with Tl as compared with 

these that have no Tl content. It was discovered that the variety of the Tl 

ratio of all specimens gives a variation in the mass density ρm, c/a and 

volume fraction VPh (1223). 
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     O. Babych  et al [27] (2010) studied the synthesis and characteristic of 

Hg-based HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ (Hg-1223) superconducting doped with Pb, Fe 

and Cd ceramics that were performed. Hg-free precursor Ba2Ca2Cu3O8+δ 

composed by the sol-gel method. The superconducting and impurity phases 

were calculated by using (SEM) and microprobe analysis shows that there 

are three main phases in the precursor material. Measurement of 

temperature dependences of the resistivity of doped HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ 

ceramics (for the example of Fe doping)  has given result that after the 

synthesis, the specimens are in oxygen over doped state and reach the 

optimum state in flowing argon. The Fe doped specimens of 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ show lowering Tc. 

     K. A. Jassim et al [28]  (2011) studied mercury-lead-antimony based 

superconductors with the formula Hg0.5 Pb0.5- xSbxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ (x=0, 

0.10 and 0.15) have been prepared by using three step solid state reaction 

processes. the specimens doped with Sb as compared with these which 

have no Sb content. Was found that the increase of the Sb concentrations of 

all specimens produce an increase of the volume fraction (Vphase) and 

decrease c/a and Mass density ρM .  

    Kareem A. Jasim[29](2012)  studied Hg0.8Cu0.15Sb0.05Ba2Ca2Cu3O8+δ 

High temperature superconducting samples were prepared by using a 

standard solid-state reaction method with different sintering temperatures 

of 1073, 1093, 1113, 1133 and 1153 K. It was found that the increase of 

sintering temperatures from (1073–1153 K) caused an extremely high 

amount of decomposition of the low-phase (1212) superconductor and 

produced high-phase (1223) superconductors. 
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     Shibing Wang et al., [30] (2014) studied the strain derivatives of Tc 

along the a and c axis have been calculated for HgBa2CuO4+δ (Hg1201), 

and the modest one layer of CuO2 with the highest Tc of all one layer was 

(Tc = 97 K) at pest doping. The under doped compound with the first Tc of 

65 K has been thoughtful as a function of pressure up to 20 GPa by 

magnetic susceptibility and (XRD). They found that linear growing in Tc 

with pressure is the same as already calculated for the optimum doped 

compound. The above results have a realization of the radix of the various 

Tc values of optimum doped Hg-1201 and the research about the 

compound La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO), which have a utmost Tc of 40 K. 

    M. M. Abbass, [31](2014) reported to Raman studies of Hg1-

xCuxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+ δ compounds. Solid state reaction method by 2-steps is 

used to prepare Hg1-xCuxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ specimens where x= 0.1and 

0.5Comparative Raman studies of Cu-doped Hg1-xCuxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ 

which were acquired in an effort to explain the phonemic amendments 

induced by Cu doping. A number of phonon peaks is presented up in the 

spectra assigned to different phases, usually few amounts of starting 

material that have not reacted. Strange phases have much larger Raman 

signals and present up strongly in the spectra. 

     N. M. Hamdan et. al. [32] (2015) studied fluorination of Pb-doped 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ (Hg-1223) system. Structural and magnetic 

measurements detect that fluorine extension raised the phase formation, 

optimum the charge carrier concentration, and raised flux pinning. They 

report growing in both the (Tc) and the (Jc) out of controlled fluorine 

combination. Even a possible variation in the pinning mechanism in this 

technologically important system is suggested. 

     B. Loret et al., [33] (2016) studied un-classical high energy state 

contribution to the Cooper pairing in down doped copper-oxide 

superconductor HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ. They research the temperature of 
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dependent electronic B1g Raman restraint of a slightly under doped single 

crystal HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ with a superconducting Tc =122 K. They found 

that superconducting pair-breaking peak is related to a slope on its higher 

energy side vanish together at Tc. This result signs at an un-classical 

pairing mechanism, whereas spectral weighting missing in the slope is 

transported to the pair breaking peak at lower energies. This deduction is 

propped by cellular dynamical mean field theory on the Hubbard model, 

which could reproduce all of the major features of the B1g Raman response 

and expound the peak slope behavior in terms of a nontrivial relationship 

between the superconducting and the pseudo gaps. 

      Noor S. Abed et al, [34](2017)  have studied the effect of the Ag 

partial substitution at Hg site in HgOδ layer on the structure ,Tc and oxygen 

content for Hg-1223 have been studied .High temperature superconductor 

composition Hg1-xAgxBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ, with x=(0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 

and 0.3) have been prepared using solid state reaction method. Annealing 

temperature 850 
0
C for (24) hours with a rate of 5˚C/min and under a 

pressure of 7 ton/cm
2
. 

     [35]K A Jasim & L A Mohammed,[35] (2018) studied  the effect of 

partial substitution of Cu by Ni for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+δ compound  

when x=0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8, have been prepared by using method solid state 

reaction the  temperature sintering 850 
0
C for (24) hours ,the pressure of 

pressing equal to  7 ton/cm
2
 they obtained the optimum critical temperature 

Tc=137 K .  

      Prauch et al [36](2000) studied Tl-based cuprate 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba0.4Sr0.6Ca2Cu3Ox superconducting of 2-60μm films thickness 

were obtained using the screen printing technique with a two-step method, 

comprising deposition of a precursor film on polycrystalline, 8 mol%. Y2O3 

doped ZrO2, substrate followed by Tl-vapor annealing at 910ºC. The 

electrical resistivity measurements of thin films yielded Tc(0) values in the 
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range 110-115K with transition widths of 2.4 K, which was due to the 

major Tl-1223 superconducting phase, as confirmed by the x-ray 

diffraction.                                                                                 

Badica et al[37] (2002) prepared Cu0.5TlxBa2Ca3Cu4O12+y from free-

oxides: Tl2O3, BaO, CaO and CuO. Oxygen content has been controlled by 

using a certain  amount of Cu2O instead of CuO  in the starting mixture or 

by placing in Au-tube a pellet of Ag2O together with the specimens. 

Specimens sealed  in the Au tubes were heated by applying a constant 

heating rate of 0.11ºC/min between 860 °C and 880°C. They found that Tc 

of the specimens is in the range 119.1-111.3K. Both Tl and oxygen content 

is important for the transport properties of the superconducting grains. On 

the other hand the phase content strongly depends on Tl content. 

Kayed [38](2003) studied the effect of Li doping on the properties of Tl-

based superconductors by adding different amount of Li2CO3 to the Tl1.8 

Ba2Ca2.2Cu3Ox compound. The highest Tc was observed after adding 1wt% 

of the Li2CO3 to the compound. The x-ray data of the specimens showed a 

tetragonal structure with a high ratio of Tl-2223 superconducting phase. 

The specimen showed a transition at 125K and zero resistance was 

observed at 117K. 

 Eu-substituted (Tl0.6Pb0.4)(Sr0.9Ba0.1)2(Ca1-xEux)cu2O4, for x=0.2,0.4, and 

0.6 compounds were prepared by Kuzman et al. [39](2004). They 

demonstrated that Eu can be substituted for Ca in separating the layer 

between Cu-O conducting layers, Cu atoms are in the center of the basal 

plane of pyramids of the conducting layers, in the spacing layer Ba atoms 

are shown, and oxygen atoms are situated both in the corners of the 

pyramids and in the insulating layer ,surrounded by  Tl atoms. 
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  Przybylski et al . [40](2005) used the transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) to investigate the microstructure of (Tl0.5Pb0.5) (Sr0.8Ba0.2Ca2CuOy)  

thin films. TEM showed that the films contained planar defects such as 

staking faults and twinning along the (100) zone axis and the numerous  

planar defects were accompanied by visible dislocations .One may assume 

that defects such as dislocations, stacking faults as well as twining act as 

pinning sites for flux lines, thereby enhancing the in-field critical current 

densities. 

  R Awad et al  .[41](2007) have been calculated parameters of Lattice and 

the volume thermal expansion coefficient, from room temperature down to 

80 K for TlBa2Ca2Cu3−xMoxO9−δ with x = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 using x-ray 

powder diffraction. The transition temperature for the samples prepared, 

determined from electrical resistivity measurements, is suppressed from 

122 to 98 K as the Mo content increases from 0.0 to 0.2.  

 Kareem A. Jassim et al .[42](2009) prepared High temperature 

superconductors Tl0.6 Pb0.4Ba2−xSrxCa2Cu3O9−δ .The  substitutions for this 

compound were taken as x = 0.0, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40 and 0.50. The 

optimum calcination was at 1073 K and for sintering was within 1128–

1133 K. The highest Tc(offset) was 113 K for 

Tl0.6Pb0.4Ba1.5Sr0.5Ca2Cu3O8.76.                                                               

AI Abou Aly et al [43](2010) studies the Systematic on the Tl1−xAsx 

Ba2Ca2Cu3O9−δsystem,with 0.0≤x≤ 0.3, have been carried out to investigate 

the effect of arsenic on the superconductivity of Tl-1223  

phase. The specimens prepared were characterized identification by X-ray 

(XRD), (SEM), electron dispersive X-ray(EDX) and electrical  

resistivity measurements.  
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 E.Erbilen et al [44](2013) have been studied the effects of the vanadium 

substitution for Ca sites on the Tl-2223 superconductor. The specimens 

with nominal composition Tl2Ba2Ca2−xVxCu3Oy (x=0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7) 

have been prepared by the solid-state reaction method. the critical 

temperature (Tc) has increased for the first two substitution values, for the 

last two substitution values Tc has decreased. Higher amounts of vanadium 

substitution have caused non-superconductor. As a result, low vanadium 

substitution for Ca sites improved the Tl-2223 superconducting properties. 

 M.G.Ranjbar et al[45](2015) have been reported The effect of Cr 

substitution on the  compound superconductors   Tl-1223 type phase 

Specimens with nominal starting composition (Tl1−xCrx)Ba2Ca2Cu3O9- (Tl-

1223) for x=0.3–0.9 were prepared using the solid state reaction method. 

The x=0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 specimens showed a mixed Tl-2212 and Tl-1223 

phase. The specimens with x=0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 showed a single Tl-1223 

phase. The x=0.6 specimen showed the highest onset temperature of 124 K 

and zero-resistance temperature of 116 K.                                 

M. G. Ranjbar et al [46](2016) Studied The Tl-1223 (n=3)phase 

superconductor compositions (Tl1−xCrx)Ba2Ca2Cu3O9−δ  with (x = 0.4–0.8) 

has been prepared by the solid-state reaction method. "The Aslamazov–

Larkin (AL) theory was used to investigate the dimension of fluctuation-

induced conductivity λ. The coherence length ξc(0) Josephson coupling J, 

and anisotropy γ of the samples were calculated by using the Lawrence–

Doniach (LD) theory. The highest Tc onset and Tc zero were observed in 

the x = 0.6 specimen. All specimens showed the Tl-1223 as the dominant 

phase.  The Cr substitution induced 2D to 3D conductivity transition, and 

the highest transition temperature, T2D-3D, was observed for x = 0.5. The 

LD model showed a decrease in the coherence length, ξc(0) and interlayer 

coupling for x = 0.6 and 0.7 specimens These results showed that factors 

other than J and ξc(0) are more important in optimizing the 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921452612010897#!
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272884214008281#!
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superconducting transition temperature. Our results showed that excess 

conductivity occurs at a higher temperature for a higher- Tc 

superconductor". 

 

1-3 Aim Of  The Work: 

  Preparation of superconducting compounds  (Hg ,Tl  )-basis and study  the 

effect of partial substitution of nickel  in  copper sites and Pb in (Hg,Tl), on 

the high-Tc phase, for the                   ,                      

with Pb=0.5 and nickel variation concentration equal x =0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 

and 1.0, by  method of solid state reaction, then examine the specimens that 

synthesed   to identify the properties of physical "structurally, electrical, 

mechanical".    

  And to find the optimum  ratio of partial substitution that gives the higher 

value of critical temperature Tcas  and its relation to the replacement ratio 

for either of  Pb for Hg ,Tl and  Ni for instead of  Cu  and comparing  of 

these results obtained.   
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"Theoretical  Part " 

2-1 Introduction: 

       In physics, many phenomena result from the activity of specific mutual 

interactions. An important example is the relation between the uncorrelated 

thermal motion of the atomic building blocks of matter and the ordering 

forces between these building blocks. With increasing temperature, the 

thermal motional energy eventually becomes sufficiently large compared to 

some relevant ordering interaction energy that the ordered state of matter, 

established at low temperatures, breaks down. All phase transitions, say, 

from the liquid to the gaseous state, as well as the construction of the atoms 

themselves from the elementary constituents of matter, follow this rule. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that often unexpected new properties of 

matter, which subsequently also may become important for technology, are 

discovered in experiments performed under extreme conditions. 

Superconductivity is an example of such a discovery[47]. 

        A perfect superconductor is a material that exhibits two characteristic 

properties, namely zero electrical resistance and perfect diamagnetism, 

when it is cooled below a particular temperature Tc, called the critical 

temperature. At higher temperatures it is a normal metal, and ordinarily is 

not a very good conductor. For example, lead, tantalum, and tin become 

superconductors, while copper, silver, and gold, which are much better 

conductors, do not super-conduct. In the normal state some super-

conducting metals are weakly diamagnetic and some are paramagnetic[48]. 

      The vanishing of the electrical resistance below a “critical temperature” 

or“transition temperature” Tc is not the only unusual property of 

superconductors. An externally applied magnetic field can be expelled 

from the interior of superconductors except for a thin outer layer (“ideal 

diamagnetism” or “Meissner- Ochsenfeld effect”), or superconductors can 

concentrate the magnetic field in the form of “flux tubes”[47]. 
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2-2 The superconductors Classification: 

    There is not just one criterion to classify superconductors. The most 

common are[2]: 

• By their physical properties: they can be Type I (if their phase transition 

is of first order) or Type II (if their phase transition is of second order). 

• By the theory to explain them: they can be conventional (if they are 

explained by the BCS theory or its derivatives) or unconventional (if not). 

• By their critical temperature: they can be high temperature (generally 

considered if they reach the superconducting state just cooling them with 

liquid nitrogen, that is, if Tc > 77 K), or low temperature (generally if they 

need other techniques to be cooled under their critical temperature). 

• By material: they can be chemical elements (as mercury or lead), alloys 

(as niobium-titanium or germanium-niobium), ceramics (as YBCO or the 

magnesium diboride), or organic superconductors (as fullerenes or carbon 

nanotubes, which technically might be included among the chemical 

elements as they are made of carbon). 

2-3 Elementary properties of superconductors: 

       Most of the physical properties of superconductors vary from material 

to material, such as the heat capacity and the critical temperature, critical 

field, and critical current density at which superconductivity is destroyed. 

On the other hand, there is a class of properties that are independent of the 

underlying material. For instance, all superconductors have exactly zero 

resistivity to low applied currents when there is no magnetic field present 

or if the applied field does not exceed a critical value. The existence of 

these "universal" properties implies that superconductivity 

is a thermodynamic phase, and thus possesses certain distinguishing 

properties which are largely independent of microscopic details[2]. 
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The many important factors : such as the critical temperature Tc , the 

critical current density Jc and the critical magnetic field Hc , is very 

dependent each of these factors on the other factors.  

In general the higher value of Hc , the Tc value is lower and vice versa . 

Figure (2-1 ) illustrates the superconducting critical surface parameters , Jc 

,TC and HC[15].  

 

     Figure:( 2-1 ) :the Superconducting critical surface [15] . 

 

(i) Zero Resistivity, i.e. Infinite Conductivity (  = 0 for all T < TC): The 

d.c. (zero frequency) electrical resistance of a superconductor at all 

temperatures below a critical temperature TC is practically zero Figure  (2-

2). In the first approximation, the transition is not accompanied by any 

change in structure of property of the crystal lattice and has been 

interpreted as an electronic phase transition [15,48]. 
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Figure (2-2):Resistance versus temperature curves of a single-and a multiphase 

high temperature superconductor[15]. 

 

Also Tc depends on chemical purity, and annealed quantity (time). It was 

found that Tc depends on the following factor [48]: 

1- Pure material. 

2- Pressure on material. 

3- Material thickness. 

4- Electrostatic charge on material. 

       The transition from the normal to the superconducting state occurs 

sharply in pure metals  Figure (2-1) but not so in some impure, deformed 

and HTSC oxides. Bi, Tl, and Hg based cuprate superconductors are 

chemically complex materials, in which there may exist several 

superconducting phases in one specimen. A two-step transition reflects 

the presence of at least two superconducting phases. Figure (2-2) shows 

resistance versus temperature for a single and multi-phase high temperature 

superconductor. The transition width TC for single-phase high temperature 

superconductors is typically 1 K [47]. 
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ii Critical magnetic field and critical current 

The superconducting  state is not determined by temperature only, but also 

by magnetic field applied to the sample and the magnitude of the current 

density  flowing throw it. Experimentally the critical field (Hc) with 

temperature given by[48]: 

Hc = Hc(0) [ 1- ( 
 

  
 )2

 ]              ………(2-1) 

Where  Hc(0) is the maximum value of the magnetic field that a material 

can tolerated and still remain superconducting at T=0 K, and  the other 

factor is the critical current density which can  determined the  material . 

These three parameters can determined whether or not the material is 

superconductor. The superconductivity can thus be represented by the 

graph shown in Figure(2-3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(2-3) : The ability of a material to superconductor depends on three factors : 

the temperature (T), the magnetic field density (H) and the current density (J) [49]. 

In Figure (2-3), Tc represents the critical temperature in the absence of an 

external magnetic field and with no current flowing in the sample Hc is the 

critical magnetic fields strength with no current flowing at T=0 K with no 

external magnetic field. The critical surface shown in Figure(2-3) separates 

the superconducting and normal states. 
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2-4 Meissner-Ochsenfeld Effect :  

(B = 0 inside the superconductor): The magnetic inductance becomes zero 

inside the superconductor when it is cooled in a weak external field Figure 

(2-4). The effect is called the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect. From Eq (
  

  
=0), 

we see that the magnetic induction in the interior of the sample has to be 

constant as a function of time. The final state of the sample would have 

been different if it were cooled under an applied external field or if the field 

were applied after the sample has been cooled below TC. In the former case 

the field would have remained within the sample, while in the latter it 

would have been zero. For the specimen to be in the same thermodynamic 

state, independent of the precise sequence that one uses in cooling or in 

applying the field, the superconducting metal always expels the field from 

its interior, and has   ⃗⃗ =0  

 

Figure(2-4): Explusion of a weak external magnetic field from the interior of the 

superconducting material[51]. 

Bin =Bext + μ0M                          …………..(2-2) 

Bin= μ0H + μ0 χ H                       ………….(2-3) 

Bin=μ0(H+M)=μ0(1+χ) H             ………….(2-4)  
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Where H is the external intensity of the magnetic field, M is the 

magnetization in medium,χ is the magnetic susceptibility and μ0 is the 

permeability of free space , since Bin=0 in the superconducting state, it 

follows that: 

M=-H                       ………………(2-5) 

Χ=-1                         ..……………..(2-6) 

     This constraint to zero magnetic field inside a superconductor is distinct 

from the perfect diamagnetism which would arise from its zero electrical 

resistance[49]. Zero resistance would imply that if you tried to magnetize a 

superconductor, current loops would be generated to exactly cancel the 

imposed field (Lenz's law). But if the material already had a steady 

magnetic field through it when it was cooled through the superconducting 

transition, the magnetic field would be expected to remain. If there were no 

change in the applied magnetic field, there would be no generated voltage 

(Faraday's law) to drive currents, even in a perfect conductor. Hence the 

active exclusion of magnetic field must be considered to be an effect 

distinct from just zero resistance[51].  

     One of the theoretical explanations of the Meissner effect comes from 

the London equation. It shows that the magnetic field decays exponentially 

inside the superconductor over a distance of 20-40 nm. It is described in 

terms of a parameter called the London penetration depth..The Meissner 

effect is one of the defining features of superconductivity, and its discovery 

served to establish that the onset of superconductivity is a phase 

transition[51,92]. 

 

 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/#c3
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/electric/farlaw.html#c2
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/electric/farlaw.html#c1
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/chrlen.html#c4
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/chrlen.html#c2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconductivity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_transition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_transition
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2-5 Josephson Effect: 

        Josephson observed some remarkable effects associated with the 

tunnelling of superconducting electrons through a very thin insulator (1-5 

nm) sandwiched between two superconductors. Such an insulating layer 

forms a weak link between the superconductors which is referred to as the 

Josephson junction. 

(i)The dc Josephson Effect: A dc current flows across the junction without 

any application of voltage. 

(ii)The ac Josephson Effect: An application of rf voltage along with the dc 

voltage can result in the flow of direct current through the junction. Hence 

this effect has been utilized to measure e/h very precisely and may be used 

as a means of establishing a voltage standard [51,92]. 

 

 

Figure (2-5): Geometry of Josephson junction (here, S1and S2 two kind of 

superconductor, I  is thin insulating[51]. 
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2-6 Fundamentals Parameters Of  The Superconductivity: 

 

(a) The Cooper Pairs 

    When A superconductor material  is cooled below the critical 

temperature , transforms the free electron gas from the normal state to a 

quantum fluid of coherent electron pairs in the reciprocal space . Each 

individual pair is formed when one electron with momentum combine with 

another electron of exactly the opposite momentum and spin , giving a net 

momentum of zero . These charge carriers are called the Cooper pairs 

[55,56] . 

(b) Penetration Depth () While studying Meissner effect, we mentioned 

that the superconductor expels a (weak) magnetic field B from its interior, 

i.e.  ⃗⃗    in the interior of a superconductor. The finer experiments reveal 

that the field B penetrates into the superconductor within a very thin 

surface layer. Consider the boundary of a semi-infinite slab. When the 

external field is applied parallel to the boundary, the applied field does not 

suddendly drop to zero at the surface of the superconductor, but decays 

exponentially according to the relation 

              
 


     ………..(2-7) 

    where H(0) is the value of the magnetic field at the surface and   is 

a characteristic length known as the penetration depth; x  is the distance 

for H to fall from H(0) to H(0)/e. In most of the superconductors,    is of 

the order of 500 Å.  depends on the material and on the temperature, the 

latter variation being given approximately by 

 =         
 

  
   ]-1/2

     …………(2-8) 

Where   is the penetration depth at zero temperature for the particular 

material and is typically of order 500 Å[53,54]. 
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   Figure (2-6) :The Coherence Length (ξ) and Penetration Depth (λ) 

at superconducting / normal surface boundary[52]. 

(c) The Coherence Length ( ξ ) It is a measure of the distance over which 

the gap parameter ( ∆), can vary, for instance in a spatially varying 

magnetic field or near a superconductor-normal metal boundary. It is also 

referred as the distance between two electrons of the cooper pair within the 

highly coherent superconducting state. The intrinsic or BCS coherence 

length     is defined as : 

    
   
  

                  

where vF is the Fermi velocity and  ∆is the energy gap. Using order of 

magnitude values for vF and  ∆, one obtains ξ  = 16000 Å in pure A1, ξ  = 

380 Å in pure Nb, but only about 10 Å in the new HTSC oxides.  

(D) Ginzburg-Landau Parameter (K) The ratio of two characteristic 

lengths, λ and ξ is called the Ginzburg-Landau ratio. 

 The GL parameter defines The ratio of the characteristic lengths                            

K = λ / ξ       …………… (2-10) 

If K > 1 / √2   then is type-I of  the superconductor  

If K > 1 / √2  is of type-II for  the material [53,54] .    
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2-7 Types of  the Superconductors materials: 

     On the basis of magnetic response, superconducting materials may be 

divided into two classes designated as type-I an type-II.                       

-Type-I materials, while in the superconducting state, are completely 

diamagnetic; i.e., all of an applied magnetic field will be excluded from the 

body of material (Meissner effect). The first type, referred to as type-I 

superconductors or superconductors of the first kind, expels the magnetic 

field up to a maximum value Bc, the critical field. Several metallic 

elements including aluminium, lead, tin, and mercury belong to type-I 

group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Type-II supercondutors :The second type, referred to as type-II 

superconductors or superconductors of the second kind, shows ideal 

diamagnetism for magnetic fields smaller than the “lower critical magnetic 

field” Bc1. Superconductivity completely vanishes for magnetic fields 

larger than the “upper critical magnetic field” Bc2, are completely 

diamagnetic at low applied fields, and field exclusion is total. However, the 

transition from the superconducting state to the normal state is gradual and 

occurs between lower critical and upper critical fields, designated Hc1 and 

Hc2 , respectively Figure (2-7)[47,57].  
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The magnetic flux lines begin to penetrate into the body of the material at 

Hc1 , and with increasing applied magnetic field, this penetration continues; 

at Hc2 , field penetration is complete. For fields between Hc1 and Hc2 , the 

material exists in what is termed a mixed state-both normal and 

superconducting regions are present.  

Type-II superconductors are preferred over type- I for most practical 

applications by virtue of their higher critical temperatures and critical 

magnetic fields[47,57].  

 

Figure (2- 7):The magnetization curve for type I and  type II superconductor[57]. 
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2-8 Theories of superconductivity: 

       Since the discovery of superconductivity, great efforts have been 

devoted to finding out how and why it works. During the 1950s, theoretical 

condensed matter physicists arrived at a solid understanding of 

"conventional" superconductivity, through a pair of remarkable and 

important theories: the phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau theory (1950) 

and the microscopic BCS theory (1957). Generalizations of these theories 

form the basis for understanding the closely related phenomenon of 

superfluidity, because they fall into the Lambda transition universality 

class, but the extent to which similar generalizations can be applied to 

unconventional superconductors as well is still controversial. The four 

dimensional extension of the Ginzburg-Landau theory, the Coleman-

Weinberg model, is important in quantum field theory and cosmology[2]. 

 

2-9 Theories Of  the Superconductor At Low Temperature: 

1-London theory:  

     According to the Gorter and Casimir two-fluid model (London, 1954), 

in a superconductor at a temperature T= Tc a fraction ns(T)/n of the total 

number of conduction electrons are capable of flowing as a 

supercurrent[59,60]. The density of superconducting electrons ns(T) drops 

to zero as T approaches Tc, and approaches n as T falls well below Tc. 

Since the supercurrent flows with no resistance, it carries the entire current 

induced by any applied electric field, so the normal electron fluid can be 

ignored in the following discussion.  
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   If an electric field E appears in the superconductor, the superconducting 

electrons are accelerated without dissipation, so 

 Js=-[ns e
2
/m]Â               ………….. (2-11) 

Where:  

Js: is supercurrent density. 

 ns :is the density of superconducting electrons. 

 m :is the mass of electron .and  Â is the magnetic vector potential. 

By using Maxwell equations: 

 B=μ0 Js                                ………… (2-12)        


2
B=[nse

2
μ0/m]B                     …………. ..(2-13) 

     This is known as the London equation. It is explains Meissner effect and 

provides description of the electromagnetc behavior of superconductor. 

If the field is applied in Y-direction and surface specimen laying in the YZ 

plane then equation(2-12 ), reduces to : 

 xBy=[nse
2
μ0/m]By                     ……….. (2-14) 

The solution to the simple differential equation is : 

 By(x)=By(0)e-x/λ                          ……….. (2-15) 

 Where:    

λ=(m /nsμ0e
2
)

1/2
                            ..……….(2-16) 

λ : is the London penetration depth 
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     The London equation can be shown to require that the magnetic field 

exponentially decays to zero inside a superconductor in accordance with 

Meissner effect[61]. The nature of the decay depends upon the 

superconducting electron density ns: 

     Another conclusion of London theory is its prediction of the variation of 

λ with temperature[51,61] ; 

 λ=λ(0)[ 









Tc

T
1

4
]

-1/2
          ………. (2-17) 

     Where λ(0) is the penetration depth at T=0 K. From equation (2-15) , λ 

increases, it becomes infinite at T=Tc as shown in figure(2-8 ). 

The third conclusion from London theory is the existence of an electric 

current flowing near the surface, these currents decay exponentially as one 

move into the superconductor; it is essentially a surface current. 

Jz(x)=-Js(0)e
-x/λ

                  ……….(2-18) 

There are many limitions in London theory[50] : it is classical theory treats 

the electron as a classical particles and the penetration depth is independent 

of the strength of the applied magnetic field and the dimensions of the 

specimen. Because of these limitation London theory is therefore a weak 

field theory.  
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               Figure (2-8 ): Penetration depth λ  with temperature[51].                 

2- Ginzburg-Landau Theory: 

       Ginzburg-Landau theory is a mathematical theory used to model 

superconductivity. It does not purport to explain the microscopic 

mechanisms giving rise to superconductivity. Instead, it examines the 

macroscopic properties of a superconductor with the aid of general 

thermodynamic arguments[62]. 

The major advantage of the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory is that it allows 

to study of spatially inhomogeneous system. It is most extensively used for 

analyzing the behavior of superconductors in an external magnetic field. 

When an external field is applied, the order parameter varies within the 

surface layer leading to a surface energy with two components, one arises 

from the conventional penetration magnetic field and the other from the 

variation of order parameter. 

They expressed a significant parameter which is called Ginzburg-Landau 

parameter K=0.96λL\ζ where λLis the Landau penetration depth and ζ is 

the coherence length (representing the distance over which 

superconductivity can be established or destroyed in a material, this is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconductivity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic
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typically on the order of 1000Å, although it can be as 30 Å in the copper 

oxides)[63]. 

The form of the solution of GL equations and the behavior of 

superconductors depend on the value of this parameter as shown in 

Figure(2-9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(2-9): Interface between superconducting and normal domains in the 

intermediate state[64]. 

 

3 - BCS -Theory: 

In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS)[65,66] constructed 

a microscopic theory of superconductivity, which gave a satisfactory 

explanation of this phenomenon. This theory is known as the BCS theory. 

A central feature of BCS theory is the formation of a bound state called 

Cooper pair, consisting of two electrons with equal and opposite moments 

and spins. 

According to the theory as one negatively charged electron passes near 

positive charged ions in the lattice of the superconductor, the lattice 

distorts. This in turn causes phonons to be emitted which forms a cloud of 

positive charges around the electron. 

Before the electron passes by and before the lattice springs back to its 

normal position, a second electron is drawn into the cloud. It is through this 

process such two electrons, which should repel one another, link up. The 
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forces exerted by the phonons overcome the electron repulsion. When one 

of the electrons that make up Cooper pair and passes close to an ion in the 

crystal lattice, the attraction between the negative electron and the positive 

ion cause a vibration to pass from ion to ion until the other electron of the 

pair absorbs the vibration. The net effect is that one electron emits phonons 

which are very quickly absorbed by the other as shown in Figure (2-10). 

 

Figure (2-10):Electron-phonon interaction. An electron of wave vector   
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   emits a 

virtual phonon q which is absorbed by electron  
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  .   

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  is thus scattered as  
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  + ⃗⃗  

and   
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  as   

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ +  ⃗⃗  ⃗ . If this phonon energy .the electron- phonon interaction is 

attractive[47]. 

 

4- Isotope Effect: 

       The isotope effect was discovered several years before the BCS theory. 

Because of the dependence of phonon frequencies on isotopic mass M, the 

critical temperature, Tc, of these superconductors is expected to be 

proportional to M
-1/2

 [67]. 

        For many simple metals it has been  found that Tc ≈ M
-α

 with α is 

close to 0.5 [67]  , while for transition metal superconductors α is often 

smaller. The isotope effect is a strong experimental evidence for the BCS 

model.  
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2-10 High-temperature superconductivity 

((Cuprate   Superconductors)):    

 

     In more than 24 years of time a go from the discovery of high Tc 

superconductivity in copper oxides, a huge number of experimental and 

theoretical investigations of the physical properties of these materials have 

been done. The high temperature superconductivity of cuprates was 

discovered in1986, when the highest superconducting transition 

temperature (i.e., critical temperature) characteristic of conventional 

superconductors (Tc =23.2 K in Nb3Ge) was substantially exceeded and a 

superconducting transition temperature Tc =30K was achieved in the 

ceramic La2- xBaxCuO4-δ. The situation including the high Tc cuprate 

superconductors is illustrated in Figure (2-11). Within a year after this 

discovery, the record value of Tc exceeded 90 K(YBa2Cu3O7-δ 

ceramic)[69]. 

 

Figure(2-11): Evolution of the superconducting critical temperature since the 

discovery of the phenomenon[70]. 
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     Since 1986, several complex metallic oxides in the form of ceramics 

have been investigated, and critical temperatures above 100 K (triple-digit 

superconductivity) have been observed. Early in 1988 researchers reported 

superconductivity at 120 K in a Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O compound and at 125 K in 

a Tl-Ba-Ca- Cu-O compound. As of early 1995, the record high critical 

temperature was134 K, in the compound HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8. The increase in 

Tc since 1986 is dramatized in Figure (2-11). As you can see from this 

graph, the new high-Tc materials are all copper oxides of one form or 

another. The various superconducting compounds that have been 

extensively studied to date can be classified in terms of what are called 

perovskite crystal structures[70]. 

 

2-11 Perovskite Structure: 

     Perovskites are ceramics (solid materials combining metallic elements 

with non-metals, usually oxygen) that have a particular atomic 

arrangement. In their ideal form, described by generalised formula ABX3, 

they consist of cubes made up of three distinct chemical elements (A, B 

and X) that are present in a ratio 1:1:3. The A and B atoms are metallic 

cations (positive) and X atoms are non-metallic anions (negative). An A 

cation – the largest of the two kinds of metals – lies at the centre of each 

cube, the B cations occupy all the eight corners and the X anions lie at the 

mid-points of cube’s twelve edges (Figure. 2-12)[71]. 
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Figure (2-12): The perovskite structure ABX3[71]. 

 

2-12 Structure of Thallium-Based Cuprate Superconductors 

TBCCO: 

       Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-O superconductors have been discovered in1988 by 

Sheng and Hermann is the best among all other cuprates due to their high 

transition temperature, transport critical current densities and low 

microwave surface resistances. There are two Tl-based superconducting 

families, TBCCO and TSCCO. TBCCO materials have perovskite like 

Ba2Can-1CunO2n+1 layers and tetragonal crystal structures. The first series of 

the Tl-based superconductor containing one Tl–O layer has the general 

formula TlBa2Can-1CunO2n+3, whereas the second series containing two Tl–

O layers has a formula of Tl2Ba2Can-1CunO2n+4 with n = 1, 2 and 3. In the 

structure of Tl2Ba2CuO6(Tl-2201), there is one CuO2 layer with the 

stacking sequence, (Tl–O) (Tl–O) (Ba–O) (Cu–O) (Ba–O) (Tl–O) (Tl–O). 

      In Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 (Tl-2212), there are two Cu–O layers with a Ca layer 

in between. Similar to the Tl2Ba2CuO6 structure, Tl–O layers are present 

outside the Ba–O layers. One of the high temperature superconducting 

cuprates (HTSC) which have an inherent potential for practical application, 

especially at temperatures close to 120 K, is the Tl bilayer phase 

Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 (TBCCO) in the form Tl-2223. In bulk form, this 

superconducting cuprate has a transition temperature (Tc) as high as 125K 
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and in thin film form, it has been found to be superconducting up to 122K  

in Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 (Tl-2223), there are three CuO2 layers enclosing Ca 

layers between each of these. In Tl-based superconductors, Tc is found to 

increase with the increase in CuO2 layers. However, the value of Tc 

decreases after four CuO2 layers in TlBa2Can-1CunO2n+3, and in the 

Tl2Ba2Can-1CunO2n+4 compounds, it decreases after three CuO2 

layers[59,64,65]. The structure of Tl-2201, Tl-2223 and Tl-2212 are shown 

in Figure(2-13)[69,71]. 

 

. 

Figure (2-13): Crystal structure of the layered Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-O compounds[69]. 

 

2-13 Mercury Based Cuprate Superconductors HBCCO: 

      Mercury bearing compound  HgBa2RCu2O6+x (Hg: 1212), where R is a 

rare-earth element, was synthesized by Putilin et al. It has a structure 

similar to the thallium bearing superconductor TlBa2CaCu2O7 (Tl-1212), 

which has one TlO layer and two CuO2 layers per unit cell and Tc is 

85K60. But inspite of the resemblance to Tl: 1212, Hg: 1212 was found to 

be non-superconducting. In 1993, Putilin et al. Reported the synthesis of 

the compound HgBa2CuO4+x (Hg: 1201) with only one CuO2 layer per unit 

cell. It was found to be superconducting below 94 K. Its structure is similar 

to that of Tl: 1201 (Tc ≤ 10K), but its Tc is considerably higher. The 
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availability of such a material with high Tc and a single metal-oxide (HgO) 

layer may be important for technological applications, because a smaller 

spacing between CuO2 planes leads to better superconducting properties in 

a magnetic field. 

The structural arrangement of HgBa2CuO4+x is similar to that of 

TlBa2CuO5, except for the oxygen stoichiometry of the HgOx and TlO1-x 

layers, respectively. For the former, x is very small and for the latter, the 

TlO1-x layer is only slightly oxygen depleted. These different requirements 

for attaining the optimal concentration of holes (carriers) are due to the 

different preferred coordination geometries of the Tl3+ and Hg
+2 

cations. 

The rare-earth based Hg: 1212 compounds were not found to be 

superconducting because the hole concentration in these phases might not 

be high enough for inducing superconductivity. Putilin et al. Replaced the 

trivalent rare-earth cation by divalent Ca
+2

 and obtained a superconductive 

transition temperature of above 120K in HgBa2CaCu2O6+x. In 1993, 

Schilling et al. reported their discovery of superconductivity above 130K in 

a material containing HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+x (with three CuO2 layers per unit 

cell) and HgBa2CaCu3O6+x (with two CuO2 layers per unit cell) and an 

ordered superstructure comprising a defined sequence of the unit cells of 

these phases (Figure 2-14).  
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Figure (2-14): Atom cluster model for central cell of (a) Hg-1201 and (b) Hg-1223 

Superconductors [69]. 

 

    A maximum transition temperature of 133K had been obtained which 

was distinctly higher than the previously established value of 125–127K 

observed in Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 .In September 1993, a record Tc of 150K in 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+x at quasihydrostatic pressure of 150 K-bar was obtained 

by Chu(Texas Centre for Superconductivity, U.S.A.). 

Such pressure effect on Tc might also be duplicated by chemical means, i.e. 

“chemical pressure” imposed by other “element” substituted on Hg-site 

(published in Nature) (Previous record of Tc of 135K in Hg: 1223 was at 

ambient pressure).Table (2-1) gives lattice parameters of Hg 

superconductors[69,71,72] . 
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Table(2-1) : Lattice parameters of Hg based superconductors[69 ]. 

 

       There exist four different types of layers. First of all, there are (CuO2) 

layers, varying in number from 1 to n per unit cell. These (CuO2) layers 

may be separated from each by (Ca ) layers; evidently (n–1) such layers 

per unit cell in general. According to current physical theory, the (CuO2) 

layers are responsible for the superconductivity of these compounds. Thus, 

n (CuO2)layers and  (n–1) (Ca) layers together form a so-called 

"conducting block" or "active block" ,which has a perovskite-type crystal 

structure with an approximate thickness of [4.0 + 3.16 (n-1)] Å. [69,71,73]. 

 

 

Figure (2-15): (a) Rock salt – type (AX) and (b) Perovskite – type 

 slab (ABX3) [74]. 
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    Between the conducting blocks there are insulating slabs. These slabs 

in Hg-based cuprates consist of insulating (HgOδ) and (BaO) layers with a 

stacking sequence that results structures containing (BaO) (HgOδ) (BaO). 

The blocks (BaO) (HgOδ) (BaO) have the rock salt structure with a 

thickness of about 5.5 Å [68], that known "charge reservoir blocks" (CRB) 

Figure (2-15). In Hg-base superconductors, the CRB consists of double 

rock salt block HgBa2O2+δ and the thickness of CRB for Hg -12(n-1) n is 

about 9.5Å   [75,76]. 

        Thus, the layer stacking sequence along the c axis in the Hg-based 

cuprates could be represented schematically as follows [73,74,75, 77] and 

Figure (2-16). 

 

 

Figure(2-16): Stacking sequence of layers along c axis for the crystal structure of 

HgBa2Can-1CunO2+2n+δ (n = 2) cuprate phase[74]. 
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2-14 Theories of High  Tc  Superconductor: 

     The recent discovery of high temperature superconductor in rare earth 

elements compounds has generated enormous interest in the region of 

superconductivity in these compounds. Several theories have appeared 

proposing that a new mechanism may be responsible for the high critical 

temperature in the oxide superconductors. Most of them are based on 

pairing mechanism; they differ in explaining the origin of the attractive 

interaction that given rise to the pairing of electrons or holes and whether 

the pairing is weak or strong. 

These theories may be classified in two groups[78] , first group suppose 

that weak coupling and second group suppose strong coupling , where 

these theories suppose that polarization of electron pairs in phonon – 

electron interaction lead to polarization of lattice electrons . 

  

1- Interlayer Coupling Model: 

     The metallic nature of the Hg-O, Bi-O layers may be of importance in 

achieving high transition temperatures. Those layers in HgSr2Ca2Cu3Oδ and 

Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oδ are directly tied to the hole count in the Cu-O2 layers, 

since they as a result of charge transfer from one to another. The former 

enhances interlayer coupling while the latter is an important parameter for 

the strength of electron correlation. 

     To emphasize the effects of interlayer coupling (ξ= 4 Å)[79] coherence 

length is shorter than the distance between the two Cu-O2 planes (dCu-

Cu=12.1 Å ) and ξ is comparable to the distance dCu-M (4.4 Å)[79] from 

Bi-O plane, so the supercurrents could then flow between Cu-O2 layers by 

taking advantage of the metallic states on the intervening layers, essentially 

hopping from Cu-O2 layer  to Cu-O2 layer by tunneling through the 

metallic interlayer. 
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2- Exciton  Model: 

      This model proposed a metal into such intimate contact with a 

polarizable semiconductor, the electrons would be able to interact strongly 

with interband excitations of the semiconductor, pairing would then occur 

by exchange of these virtual excitations. The exciton mechanism weakens 

the direct Coulomb repulsion of electrons[81]. 

  Excitons might play a role in addition to phonons, for high temperature 

superconductor, because the electron- phonon superconductors have Tc 

<23K. 

     According to this model Varam et al.[82] suggested an idea in which 

superconductivity is via electronic polarization, they believe in the high Tc 

metal oxides the excitons and the carriers can co-exist in the same spatial 

region. 

3- Isotpe Model:    

       In this model most of studies have focused on the substitutions of     

for     . Band structure calculation have demonstrated that the density of 

states at Ef are primarily due to the hybridization of Cu(3d)--O(2p) states 

within the CuO2 planes and many calculations of electron-phonon 

interaction have suggested that oxygen –related modes were the most likely 

candidates to provide sufficient coupling to lead to an enhanced Tc within a 

conventional, phonon mediated BCS theory[83]. Also oxygen provides the 

largest possible fractional change in mass of the constituents in these 

systems. 
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4- Spin Fluctuations Model: 

     In a magnetic medium a free electron can scatter off the system, 

emitting a spin wave. At temperature lower than Tc superconducting, 

systems are magnetically ordered.  In heavy fermion metal, 

superconductivity may be caused by exchange of antiferromagnetic spin 

fluctuations. The scattering of electrons from these fluctuations will alter 

the tendency to form pairs. This alternation assumed to be harmful, because 

the spin up electron will attract other electrons up spin, creating a locally 

ferromagnetic region and repelling the down spin electron needed for 

singlet cooper pairing. Antiferromagetic spin fluctuations are more 

complicated situation, because it is not obvious whether an up spin electron 

will create or destroy local antiferromagnetic polarization, or whether this 

will attract or repel other electrons of opposite spin. 

     Schrieffer et al.[84] proposed an idea that free carriers in a material 

wanting commensurate antiferromagnetic will weaken the tendency to 

order. Thus an up-spin electron repels local spin order. Other free carriers, 

with either spin orientation, will be attracted to the region of depleted spin, 

going a net attractive interaction. 

5- Pairing Symmetry:  

       In the BCS theory, Cooper pairs can be modeled by a single wave 

function. The solution to this wave function gives a spherical area of 

probability, indicating that a plot of the location of a second electron, with 

the first kept at the center, is equally likely to be in any position within a 

spherical area surrounding the first electron. This is called s-wave 

symmetry figure(2-17 a), and any BCS theory that involved cooper pair 

would by necessity display it.  The other kind of symmetry commonly 

invoked is called d-wave symmetry, and essentially states that the electron 

can only move along 450 diagonals to the plane figure(2-17b). This would 
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allow the two electrons of the pair to be further away from each other, 

weakening the repulsion between the two electrons because their linear 

distance from each other has increased, but allowing them to remain 

paired[85].  

 

(a)                                                                    (b)                                    

Figure(2-17) :The energy gap for two possible pairing symmetries: s-wave(a) and 

d-wave (b)[85] . the s-wave symmetry has an isotropic gap value of 2Δ, while for d-

wave symmetry the gap vanishes and changes at kx=  ky 

6- Goddard’s Model: 

In 1988, William A. Goddard et al. [86] suggested a new model of 

superconductivity based on the movement of electron through copper- 

oxide components of the new compounds. According to this model, when a 

material becomes superconductive a few electrons are displaced from the 

oxygen atoms, which causes the atoms to become magnetic. Adjacent 

copper atoms are pulled into line by the magnetism and lose electrons into 

the quantum pockets, or holes created by the displaced oxygen atoms. This 

process creates new holes, and electrons will continue to flow through the 

material indefinitely as long as the transition temperature is maintained. 

The model, which has so far proved accurate, predicts a transition 

temperature limit of about 200K (-73
0
C) for the copper oxide group of 

superconductors. A material could be cooled to this temperature by dry ice 

(frozen carbon dioxide), and commercial applications would follow. 
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Especially in the electronics industry where the superconductors are 

already use in a wide variety of scientific and medical instruments. 

However, unless material that superconductor at room temperatures can be 

found, the use of superconductors in magnetically levitated trains, power 

lines, and power storage facilities will be costly. 

 

7- Plasmon Model: 

         Plasmons are not a new concept in solid state physics, they are similar 

to phonons. Both describe collective vibrational motion, but phonon 

represents vibrational motion of the lattice, whereas plasmons correspond 

to collective vibrational motion of the carriers relative to the lattice. This 

motion represents change fluctuations and is due to Coulomb correlation in 

the metal[87]. 

  

        When there are overlapping energy bands, there is an additional 

plasmon branch, called demons (the word demon was associated with the 

distinct electron motion) (DEM). If there are two bands and two groups of 

carries (heavy and light electrons), then these groups will oscillate with 

respect to each other, interestingly, this branch has acoustic character, that 

is, there is no gap in the plasmon spectrum. In this case, the light carriers 

came from pairs by exchanging demons, in full analogy to the usual 

phonon exchange. The total electron – electron interaction is made up of 

the attraction mediated by the acoustic plasmons and of the usual repulsion, 

screened by the other “light” electrons [87,88]. 
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2-15 Phase Transition:  

         Phase transformation a change in the structure of material, which may 

occur due to temperature , electric field , irradiation ,mechanical 

pressure , …. etc. 

         The transformation happens when the initial state of the system is 

unstable relative to the final state, the chemical driving force occupies a 

key position in the classical thermodynamics of first  order diffusionless 

phase transformation , where the chemical composition doesnt change 

through phase transformation, the parent and product phases have the same 

homogeneous chemical composition and hence they are treated as a single 

component system . For those phase transformations whose structural 

change is easily descriped by a displacement parameter[88].   

          The Gibbs energy of a system(G) is defined in terms of its enthalpy 

(H) , entropy (S) and temperature (T) [90]  :-  

 

                   G = H – T∆S   ………….……….. (2-19) 

  

       A system at constant temperature and pressure will approach an 

equilibrium state that minimizes G .  

        Transformations are usually classified into two groups "displacive"  

and "martensitic" transformations. The first occurs by coordinated shifts of 

individual atoms or groups of atoms in organized ways relative to their 

neighbors, a lattice-distortive deformation is a homogenous strain that 

transforms one lattice into another , examples are shown in Figure (2-18). 

       The second occurs by a complete change in the crystal structure, 

because of the volume change and the strain energy involved with the 

transformation, martensitic transformation requires heterogeneous 

nucleation and passes through a two-phase mixture of parent and product, it 

is a first order diffusion less phase transformation. consequently, the 
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forward and reverse transformations are accompanied by an exothermic 

and endothermic heat effect , respectively and forward and reverse 

transformation paths are separated by a hysteresis [89].   

 

Figure(2-18) :Examples of the lattice-distortive deformations of a cubic lattice(1) a 

dilation in the three principle directions transforms the lattice into an other cubic 

with larger lattice parameters;(2) a shear along the (001) plane leads to monoclinic 

lattice ,and (3) an extension long the [001] axis combined with a contration along 

the [100] and [010] axis results in an orthorhombic  lattice[89] . 

 

2-16 Phase Diagram of Cuprate Superconductors:  

     All electron properties of high temperature superconductors depend 

strongly on the doping. High temperature superconductors without doping 

are dielectrics and antiferromagnetics. As the concentration x increases, 

these materials become metals. Superconductivity arises at large x, behind 

the limits of the magnetically ordered phase. The experiments showed that 

the charge carriers have the hole character for all classes of high-

temperature superconductors. It becomes clear recently that the high-

temperature superconductivity is related to peculiarities of the behavior of 
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these compounds in the normal phase. As seen from phase diagram (Figure 

2-19), the superconducting states arise near the antiferromagnetic phase. In 

yttrium containing systems, the antiferromagnetic and superconducting 

regions adjoin one another. The experiments on the inelastic magnetic 

scattering of neutrons indicate the existence of strong magnetic fluctuations 

in the doped region, even beyond the limits of the antiferromagnetic phase. 

This points out the important role of antiferromagnetic fluctuations in the 

compounds with high-temperature superconductivity. In high temperature 

superconductors, the gap is present in the absence of the phase coherence, 

i.e., in nonsuperconducting specimens. This gap is called a pseudogap. A 

pseudogap is shown in (Figure  2-19). It appears at temperatures less than 

some characteristic temperature T which depends on the doping. Its nature 

is not completely explained else. The study of a pseudogap in the electron 

spectrum of high-temperature superconductors was carried out in many 

works.13 Metals become superconductors, if their free electrons are bound 

in Cooper’s pairs. Moreover, the pairs are formed in such a way that their 

wave functions have the same phase. The phase coherence is responsible 

for the change of the resistance on the cooling below the critical 

temperature Tc. The presence of coupled pairs in a superconductor causes 

the appearance of a gap in the spectrum of excitations. In the standard 

superconductors, the phase coherence of pairs appears simultaneously with 

the appearance of pairs. From one viewpoint, a pseudogap is related to the 

appearance of coupled pairs, which is not related to the phase coherence. 

Another viewpoint consists in the following. The pseudogap arises in 

HTSC in connection with the formation of magnetic states which compete 

with superconducting states. The efforts of experimenters aimed at the 

solution of this dilemma are complicated by a strong anisotropy of the 

superconductor gap. Some physicists believe that the most probable 

situation is related to the creation of the superconducting state with paired 
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electrons at a certain doping which coexists with antiferromagnetism. It is 

possible that just it is the “new state of matter” which has been widely 

discussed for the last years in connection with HTSC[91]. 

 

Figure( 2-19) :Phase diagram of cuprate superconductors in the temperature- 

doping variables, TN-the Néel temperature, Tc-the critical temperature of the 

superconducting transition, T* -the characteristic temperature of a pseudogap, T   

           0-upper crossover temperature[91].                                  

2-17 Applications of superconductors materials: 

      Knowing the superconducting properties of superconductors explains 

their technological applications. Getting to near absolute zero is not easy 

and expensive. And overcoming many obstacles in this direction is still 

ongoing. For example, the overhead of the cooling process is not great. The 

real and most serious obstacles hide in the complexity of the devise . The 

construction, installation and maintenance of the equipment requires very 

high professional skills, as well as advanced techniques. Operation of 

superconductors requires complete isolation as well as isolation from  the 

outside, also the helium element is an expensive  element and is one of the 

rare element, for this reason extra cooling and external liquid nitrogen is 
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used to reduce the cost and loss. This is the process of double-cooling                         

makes the procedures more complex. The wrenches of these magnetic 

fields related to these devices are not large, In addition, it can change with 

time under external influences. For this reason, for several years, magnetic 

fields have been obtained using electric magnets. The superconducting 

wires are radically different from those used in conventional electrical 

applications. Superconductors of the latter type are used for resistance to 

high magnetic fields. It is important to note that the flow of electricity in 

the superconducting wire allows us to extinguish the power supply, because 

the wires can form rings and the current continues to flow indefinitely as 

long as the temperature is below critical transfer temperature. Also 

applications thin films superconductors (HTSC) are increasingly being 

used in the manufacture of various microwave ovens used in mobile phones 

and satellite communications [59,62,93]. 

Modern applications of superconductors will increase as their critical 

transmission temperature increases. Superconductors based on liquid 

nitrogen give factories more flexibility to use superconductivity compared 

to superconductors based on liquid helium. The possible discoveries of 

superconductors at room temperature will give us great hope to bring 

superconducting media to meet our energy needs[94]. 

Modern superconducting magnets can be made much smaller than resistive 

magnets, because the coils carry a greater current without loss of energy 

[88,95] whereas the superconductors will generate the same amount of 

electricity using smaller devices and less power. Once the electricity is 

generated, it will spread through the superconducting wires. Moreover, the 

energy can be stored in superconducting files for a longer period of time 

without significant loss [48].                                          
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    The current applications of high temperature superconductors include 

magnetic protective media, medical imaging systems, Superconducting 

Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDS), infrared sensors, symmetric 

signal processing media and microwave instrument[96,97], The use of 

films -modern superconducting can produce more compact chips that 

transmit information more quickly several times [88,95].                               

Since superconductivity has not been found at room temperature so far, 

applications in superconductivity are determined at temperatures close to 

liquid nitrogen temperature. As cooling systems have recently developed 

significantly, these applications will contribute significantly to society. 

Superconductors are used to make some of the most powerful magnetic 

magnets, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which is one of the 

most powerful magnets used, which help create the necessary areas to help 

doctors see the body without surgical interference and without exposure to 

radiation risk [97]. It can also be used for magnetic isolation where the 

weak magnetism is extracted from a background with less magnetized or 

non-magnetized particles as in the pigment factories [99].  

      One of the most productive applications of superconductors is in the 

water purification system using the effect of magnetic insulation. This 

system is 100 times more efficient than the magnetic isolation filtering 

systems currently available[100].                                                             

Superconductors have also been used in digital circuitry and microwave 

filters for mobile phone stations.                                                          

Superconductors are used to build the Josephson junction, which are the 

construction units of SQUIDS, which is one of the most well-known 

magnetometers. Based on the special method of operation, the Josephson 

junction can be used as a photon oscillator.                                                  
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The great change in resistivity when moving from normal to 

superconducting state is used to build thermometers and photon detectors 

for the exact high-cooling calorimeter. Early markets arose when the 

efficiency, quality, size and weight of the high-temperature 

superconductors overcame the additional cost.  

     As well as promising future applications include high performance 

transformers, such as power storage devices, power transmission, electric 

motors and magnetic buoys. However, superconductivity is sensitive to 

magnetic fields, and AC applications as transformers will be more difficult 

to evolve than those that rely direct current direct current Prominent future 

[101].                                                                              

HTSC is known to be a brittle  material, so there are technical difficulties in 

producing wires, tapes and files for use, However, research and 

development in this field suggests that many solutions will be obtained so 

that HTSC and its media will become commercially available in the future. 

The use of superconducting wires in high voltage transmission lines is one 

of the important applications of high temperature superconductors. The 

performance of the HTSC wires depends on the quality of the tapes. The 

tapes used in the power transmission cables should be long enough to 

accommodate the required length of the wire content to be constructed. The 

most important applications and applications of superconductivity are: 

1-Transport wires that carry electricity from the power plants to the 

substations. Since these wires are made of superconducting material, this 

means that there is no electrical resistance to the electric current, so there is 

no loss or loss of energy. As these wires are electric conductors of loss 

when used together and be on a multi-branched wire, strong, flexible and 

durable and able to carry an electric current greater by (3-5) times more 

than those made of copper [102]. 
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2-Generators made of superconducting wires are more efficient than copper 

wire generators. In fact, there are 99% efficient generators and about half 

the size of conventional generators. These facts make them very profitable 

challenges for power use[103]. 

3-The superconductors, such as trains, can be made to float over 

superconducting superconductors, and are practically explained by 

removing friction between the train and the rail. Not only do conventional 

electromagnets lose a lot of electrical energy such as heat, Physically, they 

are much more than superconducting magnets[104]. 

4-In the electronic industry, very high-performance filters are now built 

from superconducting wire with near-zero electrical resistance in high 

oscillations, stages of translation into desired frequency section and 

unwanted frequency closure in radio frequency (RF) applications ) As well 

as in cellular telephone systems. 

5-Among the emerging techniques with  well-stabilized momentum  are 

Gyroscope, for Earth-orbiting satellites that use superconducting friction 

conduction properties to close to zero, and X-ray detectors are being 

developed for superconductivity, Due to its ability to detect a very low 

amount of energy, scientists developed a camera called (S-Camera), a high-

sensitivity optical camera, and superconductors can play an important role 

in Internet communications soon[105,106].  
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"Experimental Part" 

3.1 Introduction: 

     This chapter contain the preparation methods preparation of the 

compositions HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , 

HgPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ, TlPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ ,where Pb=0.5,  

x=(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1) and the  techniques that was used for studying  

properties  and characterization of  prepared specimens , such as  X-ray 

diffraction (XRD), the electrical resistivity, dielectric properties, 

determination of oxygen content, the hardness and atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). 

Also it includes of the compound , and the fractional weightings of the 

prepared specimens. 

3.2 Used Raw Materials: 

    In order to prepare the specimens the following raw materials was used 

as showed in the table(3-1). 

Table (3-1) show specifications of raw materials used in the 

preparation of the compounds. 

Country 

company 
purity 

Molar  mass 

g/mole 

Chemical 

formula 
Materials 

England/GCC 99% 74.69 NiO NICKEL Oxide 

England/GCC 99% 216.59 HgO Mercury oxide  

Swizzes/ Floka 99% 261.35 BaO Barium oxide 

England /BDH 99% 56.08 CaO Calcium oxide  

Germany/ Merck 99% 79.45 CuO Copper oxide  

England/GCC 99% 474.75 Tl2O3 Thallium(III)Oxide 

Germany/ Merck 99% 223.20 PbO Lead (I)Oxide 
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3.3 The weight ratios of the Powders: 

       The weight ratios of the materials involved in the compounds 

formation accounts in proportion to their molecular weights as shown in 

tables (3-2),(3-3),(3-4)and (3-5):      

Table (3-2) Quantities of materials used in the preparation of 

compound(HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ ) 

  

HgO + 2 BaO+2CaO+ 3-xCuO + x NiO → Hg                   

 

Ratio Atomic Weight 
 

 

Powder 

name 
 

15.999+200.59)) HgO 

2)*(15.999+137.327)) BaO 

2)*(15.999+40.078)) CaO 

-3-X)*(63.546+15.999) CuO 

(X)*(74.69) NiO 

 

 

 

CuO 

(g) 

CaO 

(g) 

BaO 

(g) 

NiO 

(g) 

HgO 

(g) 

X 

concentration 

1.0921 0.5132 1.4033 0 0.9912 0 

1.0204 0.5138 1.4049 0.0684 0.9923 0.2 

0.9486 0.5144 1.4065 0.1370 0.9934 0.4 

0.8766 0.5149 1.4080 0.2057 0.9945 0.6 

0.8044 0.5155 1.4096 0.2746 0.9956 0.8 

0.7321 0.5161 1.4112 0.3437 0.9967 1.0 
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Table(3-3): Quantities of materials used in the preparation of 

compound TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ  

0.5[Tl2O3]+ 2 BaO+2CaO+ 3-xCuO + x NiO → Tl                   

 

Ratio Atomic Weight 
 

 

Powder 

name 
 

(204.3833*2)+(3*15.999)] 0.5[ Tl2O3 

2)*(15.999+137.327)) BaO 

2)*(15.999+40.078)) CaO 

-3-X)*(63.546+15.999) CuO 

(X)*(74.69) NiO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CuO 

(g) 

CaO 

(g) 

BaO 

(g) 

NiO 

(g) 

Tl2O3 

(g) 
X concentration 

0.8567 0.4026 1.1008 0 1.6397 0 

0.8002 0.4029 1.1018 0.0536 1.6412 0.2 

0.7437 0.4033 1.1028 0.1074 1.6426 0.4 

0.6871 0.4036 1.1037 0.1613 1.6440 0.6 

0.6304 0.4040 1.1047 0.2152 1.6455 0.8 

0.5736 0.4043 1.1056 0.2693 1.6469 1.0 
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Table (3-4): Quantities of materials used in the preparation of 

compound  Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ 

 

 [0.5HgO +0.5PbO]+ 2 BaO+2CaO+ (3-x)CuO + x NiO → Hg                  .  

 

Ratio Atomic Weight 
 

 

Powder 

name 
 

15.999+200.59))0.5 HgO 

0.5*(223.2) PbO 

2)*(15.999+137.327)) BaO 

2)*(15.999+40.078)) CaO 

-3-X)*(63.546+15.999) CuO 

(X)*(74.69) NiO 

 

CuO 

(g) 

CaO 

(g) 

BaO 

(g) 

NiO 

(g) 

PbO 

(g) 

HgO 

(g) 

X 

concentration 

1.0879 0.5113 1.3981 0 0.5088 0.4937 0 

1.0165 0.5119 1.3996 0.0681 0.5093 0.4942 0.2 

0.9450 0.5124 1.4012 0.1365 0.5099 0.4948 0.4 

0.8732 0.5130 1.4027 0.2049 0.5105 0.4953 0.6 

0.8014 0.5136 1.4043 0.2736 0.5110 0.4959 0.8 

0.7293 0.5141 1.4058 0.3424 0.5116 0.4964 1.0 
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Table (4-5): Quantities of materials used in the preparation of 

compound Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 

 

 [0.25Tl2O3+0.5PbO]+2BaO+2CaO+(3-x)CuO+xNiO→ Tl0.5Pb0.5                  .   

 

Ratio Atomic Weight 
 

 

Powder 

name 
 

(204.3833*2)+(3*15.999)] [*0.25 Tl2O3 

0.5*(223.2) PbO 

2)*(15.999+137.327)) BaO 

2)*(15.999+40.078)) CaO 

-3-X)*(63.546+15.999) CuO 

(X)*(74.69) NiO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CuO 

(g) 

CaO 

(g) 

BaO 

(g) 

NiO 

(g) 

PbO 

(g) 

Tl2O3 

(g) 

X 

concentration 

0.9570 0.4497 1.2297 0 0.4475 0.9158 0 

0.8940 0.4502 1.2309 0.0599 0.4479 0.9167 0.2 

0.8310 0.4506 1.2321 0.1200 0.4484 0.9176 0.4 

0.7678 0.4510 1.2333 0.1802 0.4488 0.9185 0.6 

0.7045 0.4515 1.2345 0.2405 0.4493 0.9194 0.8 

0.6411 0.4519 1.2357 0.3009 0.4497 0.9203 1.0 
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3.4  Specimens Synthesis 

 

3.4-1 Method of Solid State Reaction: 

    Solid state reaction method is the most used method for the preparation 

of  superconducting compounds [107,108] , its  including  mixture  of 

oxides , carbonates or nitrites , it was used to prepare the specimens of  

superconducting compound  depending the following steps below: 

 Measure suitable weights , were selected as the starting materials for the 

formation of the compounds using sensitive balance (4-digit)     

 The constituent compounds were mixed in suitable  ratios according the 

formula of compounds using a quartz mortar and pestle  With the addition 

of iso-propanol solution to prevent the powder from volatilization And loss 

and to form slurry during the        process of grinding for about (40-60) 

minutes.   

 Drying the mixed in oven at 120 C˚ for 1hour to remove  of the added iso-

propanol solution. 

 The mixed powders were pressed into pellets (1.5 cm diameter and (0.2-

0.3) cm thickness) by a hydraulic  press  for 2minutes under 7(ton/cm
2
) 

pressure. 

 The blended powders put then sintered  under atmospheric condition  in a 

silica boat at 850C˚ in a electric furnace(carbolite) for 24 hours with 

heating rate 5C˚/min  after that  refrigeration  at 400C˚ for anneling and 

then refrigeration to   room temperature at the same rate of heating. Then 

the pellets were taken out from the boat and carry out the necessary 

experimental tests. 

 The structure of the prepared specimen was studied by using XRD analysis  

to identification  the structure properties, density and the volume fraction 

(Vphase). 
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3.5  Description Techniques: 

         In order to study the superconducting structure and electric properties 

of the specimens following description techniques were used. 

 X-ray diffraction 

 Resistivity measurements 

 Idometric titration  

 LCR meter 

 Hardness Measurement 

 AFM (Atomic Force Microscopic) 

Below is a diagram illustrating the measured properties and what we get 

through these measurements:                                                                 
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3.5.1 Study the Structural Of The Specimens: 

       The Crystalline structures of  the specimens prepared for  the 

compounds were obtained by using   of technology X-ray diffraction to 

examine all the powders prepared specimens and was a user of the device 

type (SHIMADZU) company  which has the following features : 

The target of the type (CuKα) wavelength (λ = 1.54 Å), voltage (40 

kV),and current (30 mA), the screening process was conducted for each 

specimen within the range of angular (2θ = 10° -80°) helped us this 

examination to provide the data necessary to identify the crystal structure 

of output and phase information, also it provided us with this test group by 

which to calculate other structural parameters such as the lattice constants 

(a,b) and (c) which calculated from the relation]109[.  

     
 

  
 

     

  
 

  

  
  ……………. (3-1) 

  Where: 

   h, k, l is Miller indices 

  d (hkl) is the inter planer distance for different planes which estimated 

from     Bragg's law:  

  2dsin θ=n λ     …………… (3-2) 

  Where n is the reflection order. 

Was studied phase transformation for many composition by using XRD to 

get the properties of structure [110,111,112,113]. The volume fraction of 

different phase were found on the relation ]114[. 

    
∑  

∑    ∑    ∑   
 *100%  …………. (3-3) 

Where    is the XRD peak intensity of the phase which were 

determined,I1,I2,…In are the peaks intensity of all XRD. 

        The density of Specimens Synthesis (dm) We can calculate the 

density of the specimens using the results of (XRD) Through the following  

relationship ]115[. 
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   𝜌𝑥−𝑟𝑎𝑦 (  ) =𝑀𝑤𝑡/  𝑉  …………. (3-4) 

  Where: 

   ρ x-ray (  ) is density calculated from (XRD) in units (gm/cm
3
). 

       is Avogadro number  (6.022*10
23

 mol
-1

). 

   𝑀𝑤𝑡 is molecular weight . 

  V is volume of unit cell which equal (a
2
*c) for tetragnal system. 

 

3.5-2 The Resistivity And the Critical Temperature  

Measurements:  

               The more  common method  for  determining the Tc of a 

superconductor is the measurement  of resistivity by using the four-point 

probe technic in a cryostat with presence of liquid nitrogen. Shows figure 

(3-1) the circuit diagram of the resistivity measurement . The cryostat 

system joined to a rotary pump to get a pressure of ( ~10
-2

 mbar ) inside the 

cryostat , and then joined also to a sensor of a digital thermometer , and 

thermocouple near the specimen position . Four wires have been connected 

to the cryostat , the resistance measurement requires connecting of 

specimens  with four leads , the two most outer leads are for current and the 

two inner leads are for voltage . The outer connections were used for 

supplying the sample with current from D.C power supply type (phywe) 

and nanoameter type ( kethly model 614) , while the inner connections 

were used for measuring the voltage drop by a digital nonovoltmeter type 

(Array M3500A) with sensitivity of about (±5 nanovolt) .  
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Figure (3-1): Diagram Of Circuit for four - point probe technic [115]. 

            

     If (I )current passes through the specimen and the voltage drop   V is 

across the electrodes then the resistivity of the specimen  ρ also could be 

found from relation[116] : 

=
 

 
 
  

 
         (four points probe) ……………(3-5)      

where       I: is the current passing through the specimen 

                V: is the voltage drop across the electrodes 

                 t: is the thickness of the specimen 

                 L: : is the effective length between the electrodes 

w: is the width of the specimen 

or found from equation :  

ρ = 4.5324 V/I      ……………(3-6)   

if the specimen as a thin film the resistivity for this method : 

ρ = t * 
 

 
    ……………(3-7) 

where : 
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    The critical temperature could be found from the curve of resistivity 

versus temperature as shown in the Figure (3-2) . In this curve it can be 

found three kinds of  transition temperature at onset temperature (Tc1) , at 

offset temperature (Tc2) and the temperature at midpoint between Tc1 and 

Tc2 which is given by the relation:  

      Tc(mid)  = 
        

 
      …………(3-8) 

 

 

Figure (3-2): Calculate the critical temperature from the curve resistivity [115].   

 

Then we calculated the energy gap of the superconducting samples through 

the following relationship[61]: 
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3-5-3 Calculation of oxygen content:   

        The Oxygen content in the Specimens (HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ , 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , HgPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ ,   TlPbBa2Ca2Cu3-

x   O9-δ ) where Pb=0.5 and x=(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0) the value is very 

important factor of  the critical temperature superconductor , therefore ; the 

Iodometric Titration method used to  calculate this factor , it’s a simple  

chemical method can be shown in the following steps [117] : 

1. Grinding and weighting (40-45) mg of specimen and placed inside a 

conical flask on the magnetic stirrer . 

2. Adding 2.5 ml of saturated KI solution (3.175g of KI with 2.5 ml of H2O) , 

and 1.25ml (10%) of HCl solution are added together to the specimen’s 

powder . The liquid in the flask turns dark brown as I2 is produced . 

3. The solution of the sodium thiosulfate Na2S2O3 (0.3 gm of Na2S2O3.5H2O in 

20 ml of H2O to get concentration of about (0.015 gm/ml) is added to the 

liquid from a burette , when the liquid becomes pale brown a few drops of 

starch were added . The liquid turns dark blue . 

4. Adding of the Na2S2O3 solution but more slowly , the liquid turns yellow. 

This means the reaction is completed . 

5. Stopping the titration and measuring the volume of titrated Na2S2O3 

solution that has been used , and the oxygen content (δ) could be found by 

the equation: 
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   ……………(3-10) 

Where   MA:  is the molar mass of the specimens. 

             MB:  is the molar mass of  Na2S2O3.5H2O =248.18 

             M0 :  is the atomic of weight of oxygen= 15.9994. 

             mA : is the weight of the specimen = (40-45)mg   

             C :   is the concentration of the Na2S2O3  x=0.015gm/ml 

             V : is the volume of Na2S2O3 used in titration. 
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3-5-4 Measurements Of Dielectric Properties  At  Different 

Frequencies: 

      A material is classified as “dielectric” if it has the ability to store energy 

when an external electric field is applied. If a DC voltage source is placed 

across a parallel plate capacitor, more charge is stored when a dielectric 

material is between the plates than if no material (a vacuum) is between the 

plates. The dielectric material increases the storage capacity of the 

capacitor by neutralizing charges at the electrodes, which ordinarily would 

contribute to the external field[118]. 

The dielectric constant was measured for all specimens at different 

frequencies ranging from (50Hz-5MHz) at room temperature (25°C) by 

using the (HF LCR METER) model (6500P Series, Issue A1,Wayne Kerr 

Electronics ,UK, frequency range (20Hz-120MHz). The real part of 

dielectric constant (έ) , dielectric loss factor and absolute |tan δ| and 

alternating electric conductivity          , were calculated by measuring the 

capacitance (c) using  LCR meter impedance analyzer , the value of the real 

part dielectric constant (έ) is calculated from the equation[119,120,121] :     

 έ = 
  

    
        

and 

|tan δ| = 
 

 
            

σa.c=2      ……….(3-13) 

Where: 

     dielectric loss factor , d is the thickness of the specimen , A is the area 

of the electrode ,  o is the permittivity of  free  space = 8.85*10
-12

  F/m , f 

Frequency.         

 

 

 

……...…….)3.12) 

…………… (3.11) 
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The complex dielectric constant( k) consists of a real part(έ) which 

represents the storage and an imaginary part (  )which represents the loss. 

Permittivity describes the interaction of a material with an electric field E 

and is a complex quantity. 

            ……….(3-14)     k=
 

  
 

 Dielectric constant (k) is equivalent to relative permittivity (   or the 

absolute permittivity ( ε) relative to the permittivity of free space (  ). The 

real part of permittivity (έ ) is a measure of how much energy from an 

external electric field is stored in a material. The imaginary part of 

permittivity(ε '') is called the loss factor and is a measure of how dissipative 

or lossy a material is to an external electric field. The imaginary part of 

permittivity(ε ") is always greater than zero and is usually much smaller 

than (ε '). The loss factor includes the effects of both dielectric loss and 

conductivity[118].                    

                                                               

3-5-5 The Mechanical Properties: 

     The most common mechanical properties which are used in order to 

classify and identify materials are hardness ( Hv ) , yield strength ( Y ) and  

Young modulus ( E ) . These properties involve a reaction to applied loads . 

One reason for the variation in properties of a material due to the 

microstructure of the directivity formed during the material manufacturing 

process [122] . 
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3-5-5-1 The Hardness Measurement:  

      Hardness measurements of the specimens were performed on the 

polished surface of the examined specimens with using a digital micro 

hardness tester at room temperature. The applied load (F) varied in the 

value ( 2.94 N )and applied for 15 seconds. The indenter was pressed on 

the polished different surfaces of the specimens making sure that the 

indentations do not overlap.  

The load dependent (Vickers) microhardness values of the specimens are 

calculated using the relation[123]:  

 

Hv = 1.8544 ( F/ d
2
 )………….(3-15) 

 

Where :  F : the amount of inflicted force 

     d : arithmetic mean of the two diagonals in mm 

 

3-5-5-2 Young’s modulus(E): 

      The ratio between tensile stress to tensile strain in the linear elastic 

range is called modulus of elasticity and is a characteristic of the metal. 

Therefore the Young modulus describes the resistance of the body to 

mechanical action . The elastic modulus of crystal depends only on the type 

of atom and their relative position and it is a measure of the atomic binding 

forces in the lattice of crystal [124] . 

The Young modulus E of superconductors is related to the Vickers 

microhardness by the relation[123]:  

E = 81.96 Hv            ………….(3-16)  
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3-5-5-3 Yield Strength ( Y ): 

       Yield strength , is one of the material property, particularly in ductile 

materials . It not only represents the change from a recoverable , the yield 

strength may be an even more important mechanical property than the 

modulus for certain applications[125]. 

The yield strength Y is related to the hardness by the relation[123]:  

Y = Hv / 3                …………(3-17) 

3-6 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM):  

       Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is one of the most versatile imaging 

techniques to investigate surface science at the nanoscale[126]. 

In recent years, as the most reliable technology for experimental 

determination of the surface roughness of material has been used Atomic 

Force Microscopy (AFM). AFM was developed by Binning and Quate in 

1986, as the first technology for high-precision measurement and 

displaying images in real-time. Its application until today is largely present 

in all scientific fields, including and aesthetic dentistry. AFM enables 3D 

scanning topography of the contact surfaces of different materials at micro 

and nano level, in the form of 3D images with high-resolutions. Due to the 

sharper tip and small loading force, the lateral resolution in AFM is 

extremely improved in comparison with the conventional profilometer. 

However, the maximum measuring range of AFM is limited to the surface 

of 100 x 100 μm[127]. 

All experimental measurements of 3D surface topography and roughness 

parameters were obtained using the Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM)[127]. The tip interacts with the surface , causing the cantilever to 

bend. A laser spot is reflected from the cantilever onto a position - sensitive 

photodiode detector . As the cantilever bends , the position of the laser spot 

changes. The resulting signal from the detector is the deflection, in volts 

[128,129].                                                                      
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 "Results and Discussion " 

4.1 Introduction:  

     In this part of the research we provide a systematic study and discussion 

the practical results obtained from the tests and measurements on the effect 

of the partial substitution  of Ni on Cu, Pb (=0.5) on   (Hg,Tl ) for 

superconductivity behavior of  HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-

x   O9-δ,Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ, Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ, 

where x= (0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1) and the conditions of preparation. 

 We investigated the, x-ray diffraction analysis, resistivity measurements, 

oxygen content determination , dielectric properties , hardness and atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) for all specimens. 

For specimens were prepared under  pressure 7 ton/cm
2
 for two minutes 

with pallets 1.5 cm diameter and (2-3 )mm thickness. It should be pointed 

out that pressure equal and higher than  7 ton/cm
2
 is  more  efficient , yields 

brittle pellets and specimens success . 

    All specimen were sintered at
 
850 

 0
C  . High sintering temperature (850)

 

0
C and for a long period of time (24) hours)[130], are necessary to produce 

an active powder fin diffusion between the element to produce the 

compound  with  higher density, r porosity closes and the distance between 

the grains decreases . 

       We are using optimum preparation condition  to get a high -Tc of Hg-

1223 and Tl-1223 superconductors. The optimum preparation condition 

are: 

1-The forming pressure of pellets is 7 tons/cm
2
. 

2-The sintering temperature is 850
0
C. 

3-The time  sintering 24 hours . 

4-controling   furnace at  5 
0
C for hours . 

5- anneling temperature at  400 
0
C , 4 hours  

6-The partial substitution of  (Hg,Tl) by Pb and Cu by Ni .  
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          :Compound 8+OxNix-3Cu2Ca2HgBa2  -4  

       The compound were prepared and the molecular weights were 

calculated according to the following formula:                                        

HgO +2 BaO+2CaO+ 3-xCuO + x NiO → Hg                   

As follows the results of the tests of the physical properties (structural, 

electrical and mechanical) test for all compounds:                                  

                                 

4-2-1 Study of  Structural Properties:                                      

      The crystal structure of the specimens prepared by a solid state reaction 

method were studied by x-ray diffraction (XRD) . The XRD  data collected 

from various specimens  (specimens having various Ni concentration) . All 

the specimens  are shown a polycrystalline and they have tetragonal  

structure. Results of XRD patterns are shown in Figure (4-1).                        

       Figure (4-1) shows the X-ray diffraction analysis with miller indices  

of the specimen with and without  Ni ( x=0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1) .Partial 

substitution by nickel observed increasing intensity with increasing of 

nickel concentration. From this figure , it can be observed that all the 

specimens were consist of a major 1223 high-Tc phase (H-peaks), minor 

phase 1212 (M-peaks), ), minor low–Tc phase 1201 (L-peaks)   and a very 

small amounts of impurity phases with vanishingly small concentrations 

could be related to the stacking faults along the c-axis which are agreement 

with reference[25].                                                          

        The appears  of different phases in the pure specimen  and the other 

specimens in general is due to the displacement of defects of the atomic or 

reduction of oxygen or irregularity of positive ions, which lead to the 

accumulation of defects in the stack along the axis (c), which ultimately 

lead to distort the crystalline structure[131,132].                                     
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Figure (4-1): XRD pattern of HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 

     After determination the peaks and intensity  compared then with the 

stander schemes and according to equation (3-3) and calculated the 

parameters a,b,c and c/a .The calculation of the value by using  computer 

program, which showed different values, The reason for the  results shown 

in table (4-1) due to the temperature and time of the sintering when  

increasing both the temperature and the time of the sintering gives more 

energy du to the material molecules overlap and thus reduce the large 

surface area of the molecules at the expense of their volume , As well as 

the time of sintering is necessary and required to obtain thermodynamically 

balanced stages where the long time of sintering  is necessary to insertion  
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additional CuO and CaO layers in the structures of low phases 1201,1212 

and this gave positive results in terms of the composition of the  1223 high 

phase in the specimen[133,134]. 

      From this figure (4-1) we can easy notice the different between the all 

specimens, the high-Tc phase reflections of pure specimen have lower 

intensity than specimens which have Ni additions , beside of that there is 

appearance clear and sharp  peaks especially when ϴ = 31.28   = 3      and 

shifting of peaks position in compression with pure specimen , This may 

attributed to the substitution of Ni in Cu  sites that means peaked tops  are 

overlapped and this indicates of (CuO) layers be formed which are thought 

to have a significant role in superconducting process. Thus the compound 

is reach  at its best of regularity and stability, which help to provides safety 

tracks for current carriers  . The peaks were agreement with ASTM Card 

number (046-0439,045-0305,045-0615,048-0144) [ 2012 international 

center for Diffraction Data].                              

      Furthermore substitution of Ni
+2

 for Cu
+2

 ions yields further holes, thus, 

they will modulate the structure by influencing the charge balance, oxygen 

distribution, and relevant interaction process between the neighboring 

layers, and enhance the hole concentration in Cu-O layers. 

 

     The lattice parameters have been estimated using d-values and (hkl) 

reflections of the observed x-ray diffraction pattern  through the software 

program based on Cohen
,
s least square method[134] ,this table shown  the 

parameters a=b,c , V  volume ,density dm and volume fraction Vph variation 

of c/a for Hg( 1223) phase  specimens comparable with the free specimen 

the values are shown in table (4-1). The result as shown from table it was 

found increasing of c-axis lattice constant with the increases of Ni 

concentration up to x=0.6 results agreement with  Noor S. Abed et al  

research[34] , while then it decreasing above 0.6 (x=0,8,1,0)  .The reason is 
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due to the substitution of Ni for Cu where the ionic radii of Ni
+2

(83 pm) is 

shorter than of Cu
+2

 (87 pm) which render c-axis to be longer or caused 

deformed in c-axis, another reason  may be  can explained the increase of 

the oxygen content in the unit cell.  It was speculated that the excess of 

oxygen goes into the mercury oxide layer causing an increase in c the 

lattice parameter.   

                                    

 Table(4-1) : Lattice parameters and volume fraction of     

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ compounds 

 

 

 

     The relative intensities of XRD patterns of HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8 

specimens we can noticed that the Ni addition  increase, producing  of 

High-phase and decrease of Medium and  Low-phase by increasing Cu-O 

layer due to increasing hole in the structures.The presence of Ni 

concentration in Hg(1223) phase  has been a direct influence on the 

increasing of high phase ,its can be clearly in X-ray diffraction analysis 

(XRD).                                                                                                 

    As demonstrate   in Figures (4-2),(4-3),(4-4). From this figures we can 

found  that the  Vph ,c/a and the density (dm) which have  been calculated 

from equations (3-3,3-4)  variation with increase value Ni, due to existence 
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of porous in HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+   which would leads to increase 

Critical temperature Tc.                                                                         

 In all specimen of HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ increase high-Tc phase and 

decreased low-Tc phase is promoted by Ni substitution in compound. We 

observed many satellite reflection that are due to ordering of the cations 

and or displacement of an ion or oxygen defects ( the oxygen deficiency 

increase when Ni is substitution by Cu).                                             

Figure (4-2) shown the ratio of volume fraction Vph as function of Ni 

concentration.                                                                                      

 

Figure (4-2) :The ratio of volume fraction Vph as function of 

Ni concentration for the HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  specimens 

     

 

 The ratio c/a explain in figure (4-3) shown that c/a variation with Ni 

because the change in lattice parameter (a=b,c).Figure (4-4) shown the 

variation of dm with increasing Ni concentration. 
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Figure (4-3) :The ratio of lattice parameters c/a  as function 

of Ni concentration for the HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  

specimens 

 

 

Figure (4-4): Variation density with Ni concentration for the 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  specimens 

 
                                                  

This is more likely to be the result of an in commensurate structure which 

gives rise to deformation of c-axis parameter. The structure deformation is 

always considered as the cause of the high conduction in the perovkite 
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multi layer but without the substitution of Ni occurs reversal in crystalline 

structure. From the above we can notes summarized:                             

        The deformation in the c-parameter as a result of Ni partial 

substitution adjusts the amount of charge transfer from Hg-O layer to Cu-O 

layer of Hg-1223 and force the generation of hole pairing in the Cu-O 

layers.                                                                                                   

The addition of  Ni  as partial substitution to the Hg-1223 compounds has a 

great effect on the enhancement of the high-Tc phase. The role of Ni is 

apparently to modify the structural properties and particularly the strength 

of the bonding between the slabs that constitute the building blocks of the 

compound. 

 

4-2-2 Study of Electrical Resistivity: 

            The electrical resistivity as a function of temperature is one of the 

most important characteristics for superconductor compounds to find the 

critical temperature(Tc). In order to examined this property for of  

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+, TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ, HgPbBa2Ca2Cu3-

x   O8+δ andTlPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ, where Pb=0.5 and  x= 

(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1)  Compounds .    

      It was testing the voltage, current as function of temperature by using    

a four-point probe technique. The superconducting properties can be 

controlled by using the partial substitution of an cations with different ionic 

radius and bonding characters. The enhancements of the superconducting 

properties depend on the properties of the dopant. 

   

In the figure (4-5) shown the electrical resistivity as a function of 

temperature for the system HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ ,all specimens 

displayed a metallic character above onset temperature ,which is defined as 

the temperature where resistance – temperature plot deviates from linearity. 
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 Figure (4-5) and Table (4-2) shown the effect of Ni on Cu in the 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  with x =(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1) .It is found 

from figure (4-5) that the resistivity for all specimen decrease with decrease 

temperature to the  zero resistivity. It was found the critical temperature for 

specimen has no Ni content (x=0) is equal to 119K .while  specimen with 

(x=0.6) has  a higher critical temperature equal 138.5K,and the resistivity 

went down nearly sharp , the reason may be attributed to the existence of 

the high Tc -phase as referred in x-ray analysis which can be due to the 

great increment in Hg-1223 and decrement in other phases ( Hg-1212and 

Hg-1201) when comparison with the pure specimen because it increasing 

Cu-O layer in 1201 ,1212 product 1223 and   this can may be due to (Ni) 

substitution which tends to do disorder in (CuO) lattice and strengthen the 

superconducting, while the specimen when  (x=0.2,0.4) Tc equal at 123,130 

K respectively. Increase Ni to 0.8,1.0 decrease the critical temperature to 

129,125 K. The decrease in Tc are further evidence that the presence of 

increase amount of Ni content in Hg-1223 phase stabilizes and promotes 

the growth of Hg-1212 and Hg-1201 phase at the expense of Hg-1223 

phase. 

      Also increased or decreased (O2) concentration in the mixture can be 

belonged to deformity in the mercury  oxide layers which expected to be 

opposed by increment in holes concentration in (Cu-O) layers ,hence there 

will be a rearrangement in holes concentration between (CuO and HgO) 

layers which can cause the change in lattice parameters and in holes 

concentration in (CuO) layer leading to a great increment in the critical 

temperature, thus the superconductor depends on the number of (CuO) 

layers and the (O2) content in the specimen, so the specimens of high (TC ) 

contain high (O2 )content. 
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Table(4-2): Lattice parameters and transition temperature of     

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ compounds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (4-5 ):The resistivity as function of temperature for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO8+ specimens for  x=0.0 , 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1.0 
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 Copper is present in the mixed valence state involving a partial oxidation 

of Cu
2+

 to Cu
3+

[74]. 

The increasing value of resistivity and then decreasing trend in the value of 

zero-resistance critical temperature (T  ) indicates that the connectivity 

between grains decreases gradually with the addition of Ni similar to [136]      

All these effects are due to increased in homogeneities in the intergranular  

regions. The  point defects and chemical dopants may occupy various 

positions in a real crystal forming substituent or interstitial impurities. 

Because of the grain boundary is a structurally distorted region in crystals, 

an extra energy form in the grain boundary region due to the distortion. As 

a result of the existence of grain boundary energy as well as the Coulomb 

interaction between the impurity and the boundaries atoms, they tend to 

attract impurity atoms in order to decrease the grain boundary energy. 

The transition width (ΔTc) decreases with substitution concentration. this 

may be due to homogeneity of specimen  during preparation,then the 

transition width (ΔTc) increases with substitution concentration (x=1.0) this 

may be due to the gradual occurrence of non-superconducting additional 

phases (over doping) and the effect of microscopic inhomogeneity.  

       Suggests that increase Ni the cationic substituting for Cu tend to 

inflict deformed  in Cu-O layers  which at a higher dopant level may show 

superconducting-like resistance behavior but don't reach to  =0 . The 

reason of that may be ascribed to effects the changes of the carrier 

concentration and microstructure induced by the replacement and the 

decrease of Tc should be mainly attribute to the magnetic scattering induced 

by Ni ions. 

The partial substitution of Ni in Cu site should have effect on the cooper 

pairs in the Cu-O plane so the increase in Tc mean that it increases the 

charge carriers to move easier in the Cu-O plane leading to the higher Tc.   
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We noticed  that the specimen x=0.6  has optimum doping regime while 

decrease of TC beyond this concentration (x=0.8.x=1.0) seems to be due to 

the shift of this specimen towards the over-doped region, the reason of that  

due to more addition of Ni (0.8 and 1.0) decreases  Tc , due to decreasing c-

lattice parameter which leads to decreasing the cooper pairs in the Cu-O 

plane, and the existence of high amounts of the secondary phase. 

    "The superconducting gap can be defined as the energy difference 

between the ground state of the superconductor and the energy of the 

lowest quasiparticle excitation"[137].  

Figures (4-6),(4-7) respectively shown the relationship between( Transition 

temperature and Energy gap ) as a concentration  of Ni and it be shown that 

exhibit behavior similar to both Tc,Eg with Ni increase for pure specimen 

x=0  up to x=  o.6 and then decrease.  

The nature of the gap of the high temperature superconductors came from 

several hints that the gap remained in the normal state at temperatures 

above the superconducting transition temperature. The first evidence from 

this came from NMR experiments which found a gap like depression of the 

density of state at the Fermi surface below a temperature T
*
 which was 

larger than Tc at lower doping levels but approached Tc near optimal 

doping[137]. 

     A gap at the Fermi level is a signature property of the conventional 

BCS superconductors. High temperature superconductors have a gap with 

nodes but in addition, at low doping levels, there is a normal state gap 

called a pseudogap. Whether this gap is a result of a precursor state to 

superconductivity or a completely separate order that competes with 

superconductivity is an open question[137]. 

The gap was highly anisotropic in momentum space ,going to zero for 

electrons travelling in certain directions, and yielding a gap magnitude that 

varied as (k
2

x- k
2

y ) around the Fermi surface[137].    
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             Figure (4-6) :  The Tc (offset) a function of concentration Ni of 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  

 

 

 

             Figure (4-7): Energy gap  Eg (eV) a function of concentration Ni 

of HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  
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4-2-3 Results Of Oxygen Content:                                          

     The values of () which is the excess concentration of oxygen in the 

prepared specimens of HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ (x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0)  

was measured by using a chemical Iodometric  titration experiment 

discussed in (chapter two). 

Table (4-2) shows the values of critical temperature Tc  related to  for all 

specimens . Table (4-2) and Fig (4-9) shows the values of Tc related to δ 

values. It can be noticed that δ and Tc increase with the raising of the 

dopant concentration for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ with 

x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 .An  arise of  δ has been attributed to the existence 

of excess oxygen atoms in the Cu-O2 layers. This leads to create more holes 

in the perovskite layers and shortening in the bond length of the Cu-O and 

enhance the Tc. 

It is observed from Table(4-2) that Tc increases as  increases because the 

presence of excess oxygen atoms in the CuO2 layers will create more holes 

in the perovskite layers and this creation of the holes in the CuO2 sheet will 

shorten the Cu-O bond length and tend to improve the transition 

temperature .  

Similar behavior of   with transition temperature was found by Zhao 

et.al[138].  

The critical temperature dependence on the oxygen amount  of each 

superconducting compound is listed in table (4-2), and shown in figure       

(4-8). 

In general this table explain clearly, the content of oxygen  values various 

from (0.0676) to the value (0.1058) for the nominal compound 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens, remaining all conditions from sintering 

temperature at (850
o
C) and time of sintering (24 hr) in air are controlled 

and fixed. 
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The oxygen content increases from 0.0676 to 0.1058 when the Ni 

concentration increasing from (0 to 0.6)and decreasing when the Ni 

increasing above 0.6 as shown in figure (4-8).   

 

            Figure (4-8): Oxygen content as a function of concentration Ni 

of HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  

 

      This reduction of  δ could be explained as follows: the increases of Ni 

raise the  acceptor levels as comparably with donor level which producer 

from Cu existence in CuO2 layer.                                                       

The figure (4-9) shown variation of Tc as a function of  oxygen content in 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimen. It may also affect the oxygen content in 

the crystals and the superconducting transition temperature they have 

shown to be sensitive to the oxygen content. 
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Figure (4-9) :Oxygen content as a function of Tc (mid)of  

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  

 

Hg-based superconductors, as well as many other high-Tc cuprates, are 

compounds with hole-type conductivity. Holes (h) could be formed, for 

instance, in the following process: 

                                            

O → O
2-

 + 2h            ……….. (4-1) 

This process occurring in the charge reservoir block corresponds to δ 

increase or, in other words, decrease of (HgOδ) layer charge. In this 

situation, the charge of (CuO2) layers should increase due to Cu increase: 

Cu
2+

 + h → Cu
+3

      ……………. (4-2) 

Thus, charge carriers are transferred from the charge reservoir into the 

conducting block. It is obvious that extra-oxygen content (δ) or doping 

level determines the hole concentration(P). The relationship between δ and 

P could be different depending on the doping mechanism[74]. 
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4-2-4  Study of Dielectric Properties: 

The dielectric properties such as dielectric constant (    , dielectric loss 

factor      and alternating electric conductivity       were measured at 

room temperature at the frequency ( from 50Hz  to 5MHz) for 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ compounds with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1 which 

are prepared by a solid state reaction. The results are discussed as a 

function of frequency . 

   

4-2-4-1  Dielectric Constant (έ) 

         The behavior of the dielectric constant is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) which was  measured for 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  with (x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1) as shown in 

figure (4-10) .  

It was  Note from the figure(4-10) the value of the dielectric constant (έ) 

decreases with the increasing of frequency this behavior was agreement 

with  researcher[139]. Because of the space charge electric polarization and 

the rotated of electrical dipole inside the material which is affected by the 

increase of frequency. The real part of the dielectric constant awards the 

magnitude of the part of energy when the material is exposed to the 

electrical field, the energy which is stored within the material. Grains (inter 

sites) which act like termination ends for the crystal, are the most likely 

places at which this energy can be stored. The increasing of frequency of 

alternating electric field which applied on the material, the dipole rotated 

fails to keep up with the applied of the alternating field and this leads to the 

least value of the electric polarization, then dielectric constant decreases. 

Through the preview of the results listed in Table (4-3) note the change of 

the dielectric constant value (έ) with increasing the amount of material 

substituent of values (Ni).This could be explained as a result of the 

difference in volumes of the ionic and atomic size between the two 
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elements (Cu and Ni) .The reason is the decrease in grain size with the Ni 

increasing, which leads to an increase in the number of dipoles thus 

increasing the polarization .  

       When the frequency increase above 10
6
 Hz  (έ  ) became constant 

because the carriers can not follow the frequency of external applied 

electric ac-field at high frequencies and dielectric response becomes 

ineffective[140]. 

As a function of the changes in the applied frequencies on the specimens in 

the range from 50 Hz to 5 MHz, we can note  the changes in the dielectric 

constant values (έ) as shown in the figure (4-10), we will discuss the 

behavior of superconductor specimen. The figure shows a high values in (έ) 

at low frequencies from 62.481(50 Hz)  at the specimen  HgBa2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO8+ (x= 0.0) to 66.813(50Hz) at all specimens .It was shown from this 

figure then the increase in Ni concentration due to increase in(έ) values. 

Also the values of dielectric constant for the specimen  at  1 MHz , 2MHz 

,3 MHz  and 4 MHz  shows  in table (4-3)and from this table we notes the 

specimen x=0.6  HgBa2Ca2Cu2.6Ni0.6O8+  showed the best behavior of 

dielectric constant.   So in general, the dielectric constant decreased with 

frequency increasing because of the charge carriers at high frequencies 

cannot orient themselves by pursuing the frequency of the applied electric 

field where they need longer period of time lower frequency and dipolar 

polarization are dominant , when the frequency increases, the oscillation of 

the applied field increases and the dipolar polarization characteristic time 

becomes longer than the time constant of applied field was observed by 

many researchers  [140]. The maximum results of the (έ) for phases 1223 at 

the x=0.6 content of (Ni) ions. This is may be due to the agglomeration of 

nickel particles in the crystal phase at higher concentration of  Ni  ions 

which occupies partial sites in the crystal lattice more than replacement  

 sites with Cu [141]. 
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Figure (4-10): Dielectric constant(έ) with frequency of  

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  

 

Table (4-3): Dielectric constant value (έ) with the change of the amount of 

material replaced when frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
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4-2-4-2  Loss Factor Of  Dielectric (  Imaginary Part ε″) 

         The behavior of the dielectric loss factor (ε″) is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO8+  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

At applied external electric field the dielectric loss factors (ε″) expresses, 

across the interfaces, the absorption and the attenuation of energy (densities 

of localized charge at the sites of defect, localized defects and grain 

boundaries). Figure (4-11) shows that the dielectric loss factors (ε″) 

decreases with increasing of frequency and this behavior was observed by 

many researchers[139,140] . Dipoles tend and align along the direction of 

applied electric field and for ac fields tend to follow the field and are in a 

phase with it. The friction of this dipole with other dipoles in the medium 

prevents this, and  leads to the dielectric loss, and this loss appears as heat. 

The variation in frequency-dependent imaginary part of dielectric constant 

(ε″ ) of the specimens  at room temperature is shown in Fig.(4-11)All the 

investigated specimen exhibit dielectric dispersion where decrease in ε″ is 

observed with the increase in frequency. The dielectric dispersion 

phenomenon has been explained on the basis of Maxwell–Wagner model 

of dielectrics [142,143]. 
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Figure (4-11) :Dielectric loss factor (ε″) with frequency for 

 HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens 

 

Table (4-4): Dielectric loss factor value ( ε″) with the change of the amount of 

material replaced when frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
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4-2-4-3 Dielectric Loss Factor | tan δ | 

      The ratio of energy dissipated and energy stored in the specimens 

determines the dielectric loss factor | tan δ | , figure (4-12) showed varied 

the absolute value of dielectric loss factor verses frequency (Hz) for all 

specimens  . The variation in frequency-dependent tangent loss ( tan ) of 

the specimens at room temperature is shown in Fig (4-12). The peaks 

appeared correspond to dispersion positions indicating the relaxation 

process. Maximum dissipation is observed because of relaxation time of 

electrical dipoles, which is near the applied electric field[140]. 

We note  the value of | tan δ | decreases with the increase frequency for 

specimens shown in table (4-5)  and stay approximately at same value ( at 

high frequency ) for specimens    and the value of | tan δ | decrease with 

increase Ni concentration  from 0 to 0.4  and increase at x=0.6 value then 

decreasing above this value because these values have high internal energy 

which due this specimens unstable phases. This behavior may be due to the 

polarization effect for specimen. 

 

Figure (4-12): Variation of (| tan δ| ) versus frequency of 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 
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Table (4-5): Variation of (| tan δ| ) versus frequency of 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ with frequency (50HZ-5MHZ) 

 

 

4-2-4-4  Alternating Electrical Conductivity  (   ) 

          The Alternating electrical conductivity (   ) is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO8+  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

The value of        increases as a whole after the addition of Ni in Hg-

1223 superconducting matrix. The possible reason for this increase in     is 

due to healing up of the micro-cracks, which results in the improvement of 

inter-grain connectivity or because at high frequencies, the amount of 

kinetic energy in which the electrons must have to cross the crystalline 

increases, so the number of electrons transmitted is more, so (   ) 

increases. 

     The ac-conductivity (   ) of our specimen  increases at high 

frequencies, which happens due to bound carriers trapped in the specimens. 
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Note through the figure (4-13) the value of the (   ) increases with the 

increase of frequency (similar reference [139]). At low frequencies, the 

amount of kinetic energy in which the electrons must have to cross  the 

crystal is few, so the number of electrons which transmit is  few that means 

(   ) is  few.  

 

Figure (4-13) Alternating electrical conductivity(   ) with frequency  

for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+   
 

Table (4-6) Alternating Electrical Conductivity  (   ) 

with frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
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4-2-5 Result Of Mechanical Properties: 

    The Vicker's Hardness Number (VHN) for all specimens with nominal 

composition HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

 were performed with a digital microhardness at room temperature , all 

specimen were polished to being tested . The Vickers microhardness 

Number , Young's modulus (E) and Yield strength (Y) were calculated 

using equations (3.13) (3.14) and (3.15) respectively are summarized in 

table (4-7) , figure (4.14) show the variation of  Vickers microhardness  

Number with  Ni concentration , from this figure it was notes the hardness 

increases with added Ni it clearly depended the mechanical properties of 

compound on Ni concentration . This behavior may be explained by the 

reduced porosity and good contact between the grains when added the Ni , 

or can be attributed to the high phases which cause reinforcement of the 

bond strength and addition to properties of Ni high hardness causes 

increase of compound hardness thus increasing in value young modulus 

and yield strength, Ni ferrite strengthener; increases the hardenability and 

impact strength of compound, Nickel is a high-density, high-strength metal 

and high temperature properties. 

The Ni substitution filling the intergrain space causes in better grain growth 

and larger grains that leads to improve the (Hv,E,Y). 
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Table ( 4-7 ): Vicker's Hardness Number (VHN) , Young modulus (E) 

and Yield strength (Y) for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ (for 15 sec 

&load=2.94N) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(4-14): The variations of  Vicker's Hardness Hv as 

 a function Ni concentration . 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 

Y(MPa) E(MPa) Hv Load  Tim/ sec x 

36.6666 
 

9015.6 110 2.94 15 0.0 

42 10326.96 126 2.94 15 0.2 

44.6666 10982.64 134 2.94 15 0.4 

47 11556.36 141 2.94 15 0.6 

49.6666 12212.04 149 2.94 15 0.8 

52.3333 12867.72 157 2.94 15 1.0 
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Figure(4-15) The variations of young modulus E 

a function Ni concentration . 

 

Figure(4-16) The variations of  yield strength Y  

a function Ni concentration . 

Figures (4-15),(4-16) shows the Young modulus and Yield strength 

increase with increasing the Ni concentration because this addition produce 

a high density in the specimens.    
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4-2-6  Results of Atomic Forces Microscopic AFM: 

     Analyzing the surface of these systems was made using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM)[145]. The images taken in this research of  composition 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1. It is found that for 

the various Ni concentration  lead to various Roughness(nm) ,Root mean 

square(nm) and Avg. Diameter(nm) as shown  in figure (4-17) and table (4-

8) shows the values of surface roughness of the specimens which indicate 

that the surface of the some specimens has a good crystalline uniformity 

and high homogeneity. Nano- and microroughness are formed by 

fluctuations in the surface of short wavelengths, characterized by hills 

(asperities) (local maxima) and valleys (local minima) of varying 

amplitudes and spacing's. 

Surface roughness most commonly refers to the variations in the height of 

the surface relative to a reference plane. It is measured either along a single 

line profile or along a set of parallel line profiles[146]. 

AFM techniques were chosen to give information about surface structure in 

different surface spatial wavelength regions as well as to measure surfaces 

of different roughness [147].  

It was shows from table (4-8) that the average diameter (nm) decrease by 

increase Ni concentration.  
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Figure (4-17) reveals the (3-D) AFM images and the chart distribution 

of Hg                   
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Table (4-8) Values of average surface roughness ,Crystal size and Avg. 

Diameter in 2D for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 

 

 

 

 

4 -3    Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ Compound: 

     In this compound we substitution of (Pb) on( Hg) and ( Ni )in (Cu)  a 

coordinating to the following formal and studied the physical properties      

(structure , electrical and mechanical )and behavior of compound : 

[0.5HgO +0.5PbO]+ 2 BaO+2CaO+ (3-x)CuO + x NiO → Hg                  . 

  

 

4-3-1 Study of  Structural Properties: 

      The crystal structure of the specimens prepared by a solid state reaction 

method were studied by x-ray diffraction (XRD) . The XRD  data collected 

from various specimens  (specimens having Pb=0.5  and various Ni 

concentration x=0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.0) . The results of the XRD analysis 

showed that all specimens present a polycrystalline phase and have 

tetragonal crystal structure with P4/mmm space group.  
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The X-ray diffraction pattern of Hgo.5Pbo.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  

and these results are shown in of XRD pattern that  shown in Figure (4-18) 

The peaks are observed due to diffraction from different planes shows 

mixed phases. 

 

Figure (4-18): XRD pattern of Hgo.5Pbo.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 

 

   Figure (4-18) shows the X-ray diffraction analysis of  correspond to 

Hg(1223)the pure specimen and specimens that partial substitution by 

nickel observed increasing intensity with increasing of nickel 

concentration. XRD patterns for all the specimens (without Ni addition x=0 

and with Ni addition x=0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1)and Pb=0.5(for all 
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specimens), with miller indices are shown in figure (4-18) , this we can 

easy notice the different between the all specimens, we can be observed 

that all the specimens were consist of a major  high-Tc phase (H-peaks) 

1223 , minor phase  (M-peaks) 1212, ), minor low–Tc phase  (L-peaks) 

1201   and a very small amounts of impurity phases with vanishingly small 

concentrations could be related to the stacking faults along the c-axis which 

are agreement with references [25]. 

Also it can be noticed that as the Ni additions increases , the (H-peaks) 

increase , while the (M- peaks), (L-peaks) decrease[148], the high-Tc phase 

reflections of pure specimen have lower intensity than specimens which 

have Ni additions , beside of that there is appearance clear and sharp  peaks 

especially when ϴ   2 .2   ,  and shifting of peaks position in compression 

with pure specimen ,this may attributed to the substitution of Ni in Cu  sites 

that means peaked tops  are overlapped and this indicates of (CuO)layers 

be formed which are thought to have a significant role in superconducting 

process thus the compound is reach  at its best of regularity and stability, 

which help to provides safety tracks for current carriers  . The peaks were 

agreement with ASTM Card number (089-1645,089-6007,087-2349)    

[2012 international center for Diffraction Data].         

   The XRD data diffraction analysis collected from various specimen 

(specimens having various Hg, Pb, Ni, Ca, Ba and Cu concentration) were 

all  polycrystalline and correspond to Hg-1223 phases. The representative 

XRD patterns are shown in figure(4-18 ). It could be seen from the spectra 

that there were three main phases in all specimens of the Hg-base systems, 

high-Tc phase (1223) reflections (peaks H), and Low –Tc phase reflections 

(peaks L)and a small amount of  impurity phases. 

The appearance of different phases in the pure specimen  in particular and 

the all of the specimens in general is due to the removal of defects of the 

atomic or reduce of oxygen or irregularity of positive ions, which lead to 
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the accumulation of defects in the stacking faults along the axis (c), which 

ultimately lead to deformation  the crystalline structure.  The comparison 

between the relative intensities of XRD patterns for the specimens with 

Ni=0, 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1.0, with the relative intensity of the same 

reflections of the specimen with Ni =0 shows that all the specimens have  

reflection intensity of the High-Tc phase reflections and Low –Tc phase 

reflections  the  H-peaks  increased and Low-Tc decreased by increasing Ni  

The High-Tc phase reflections of the free specimen  (Ni= 0) has lower 

intensity than specimen s have Ni. The lattice parameters have been 

estimated using d-values and (hkl) reflections of the observed x-ray 

diffraction pattern  through the software program), the parameters a, b, c , 

mass density dm and volume fraction (Vphase) shown in table(4-9).  

Table(4-9): Lattice parameters and volume fraction  of     

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ compounds 

      

      The result as shown from table (4-9) it was found increasing of c-axis 

lattice constant with the increases of Ni concentration up to x=0.8,then it 

decreases with the increases for x=1.0.The reason is due to the substitution 

of Pb
+2

 the ionic radii (133 pm) on Hg
+2

 ionic radii (116 pm)  is longer than 

of Hg
+2

 and Ni for Cu where the ionic radii of Ni
+2

(83 pm) is shorter than 

of Cu
+2

 (87 pm) which render c-axis to be longer or caused deformed in c-
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axis, another reason  may by can explained the increase of the oxygen 

content in the unit cell.  It was speculated that the excess of oxygen goes 

into the mercury oxide layer causing an increase in c the lattice parameter. 

The parameters a,b,c , V  volume ,density dm and volume fraction Vph  

shown in table (4-9) show variation of c/a , density dm and volume fraction 

Vph for Hg 1223 specimens comparable with the free specimen.  

 Results in this research a significant increase of Tc. It seems that the 

distortion of the conducting (CuO2) layers during this substitution is more 

important than the chemical compression effect. 

For specimen with higher Ni content (x = 0.8) the c parameter is 

significantly higher (c ≈ 16.063 Å) than for specimen  with x = 0.0 and 0.2, 

0.4,0.6 while the a =b parameters for all specimens  are close to each other 

(a =b≈ 3.852 Å), since the apical Cu–O distance is expected to be higher 

than the corresponding Hg–O distance at this position. 

           The relative intensities of XRD patterns of  Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO8+  specimens we can notice increase of High-phase and decrease of 

Low-phase with increases Ni concentration reason to increasing Cu-O layer 

due to increasing hole in the structures that due increase the high-Tc phase 

that  shown in figure (4-19)  . 

 

Figure (4-19) :The ratio of volume fraction Vph as function of Ni 

concentration for the Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens 
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Figures (4-20), (4-21) show  an increase of the in c/a and dm  for Hg-doped 

specimens with increment of Ni concentration  for all specimens for 

composition of Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  as comparable with the free 

Ni specimen. 

 

Figure (4-20): The ratio of lattice parameters c/a  as function 

of Ni concentration for the Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+   

specimens 

 

 

           Figure (4-21) :Variation density with Ni concentration for the 

                               Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  specimens 
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4-3-2 Study of Electrical Resistivity: 

The critical transition temperature of the specimens was determined from 

resistivity as a function of temperature, as the specimens  were cooled  by 

liquid nitrogen. Figure (4-22) shows the variation of the resistivity of Hg-

1223(Pb=0.5) specimens  with temperature for specimens  with substitution 

for copper different nickel content x. 

     Figure(4-22) shown  the behavior of the electrical resistivity as a 

function of the temperature, showing all the specimens with metallic  

behavior in the region before Tc(onset) which the superconducting behavior 

appeared, the variation of the transition critical temperature with Ni 

(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0) for Hg-1223 system is shown in Fig(4-22). It is 

clear from this  figure  that the transition temperature of Hg-1223 increases 

as Ni value is increasing  up to a maximum (x=0.8) then it drops when 

(x=1.0).The transition temperature is directly related to the charge carrier 

concentration in the CuO2 planes [149].  

Each oxygen atom contributes only just over one hole into the CuO2 planes, 

and therefore near one hole per nickel atom in the Cu plane will be donated 

to the CuO2 planes. This result will  increasing (optimizing) the hole 

concentration, and increase the transition temperature and Pb-doping in 

(Hg) causes the increase of some degrees in the transition temperature. 

It is found from figure (4-22) and table (4-10) that the resistivity for all 

specimen decrease with decrease temperature as though is some cases a 

complete zero resistivity could not be found. The critical temperature for 

specimen has no Ni content (x=0) is equal to 112.5K .The specimen with 

(x=0.8) equal 139 K shows a higher critical temperature ,and the resistivity 

went down nearly sharp as shown in figure (4-22) the reason may be 

attributed to the existence of the high Tc -phase as referred in x-ray analysis 

and due to increasing Cu-O layer, while the specimen (x=0.2, 0.4, 0.6) 

equal at Tc115, 126,132 K respectively. Increase Ni to 1.0 decrease the 
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critical temperature to 125.5 K. The decrease in Tc are further evidence 

that the presence of increase amount of Ni content in Hg-1223 phase 

stabilizes and promotes the growth of Hg-1212 and Hg-1201 phase at the 

expense of Hg-1223 phase. 

 

    Figure (4-22 ) The resistivity as function of temperature for    

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens for  x=0.0 , 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1.0 

 

 

Table(4-10): Lattice parameters and transition temperature of     

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ compounds 
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 The increasing value of resistivity and then decreasing trend in the value of 

zero-resistance critical temperature (Tc0) indicates that the connectivity 

between grains decreases gradually with the addition of Ni similar to [136]. 

    The transition width (ΔTc) decreases with substitution concentration. 

this may be due to homogeneity of specimen  during preparation. The 

partial substitution of Pb on Hg and Ni in Cu for (Hg-1223) compound, site 

should have an effect on the cooper pairs in the Cu-O plane so the increase 

in Tc mean that it increases the charge carriers to move easier in the Cu-O 

plane leading to the higher Tc.   

We noticed  that the specimen x=0.8 is in optimal doping regime while 

decrease of Tc beyond this concentration (x=1.0) seems to be due to the 

shift of this specimen towards the over-doped region, the reason of that  

due to more addition of Ni (1.0) decreases  Tc , due to decreasing c-lattice 

parameter which leads to decreasing the cooper pairs in the Cu-O plane, 

and the existence of high amounts of the secondary phase. 

Figures (4-23),(4-24) respectively shown the relationship between( Tc,Eg 

energy gap ) with Ni concentration and exhibit behavior similar to both 

Tc,Eg with Ni increase for pure specimen x=0  up to x=  o.8 and then 

decrease.  
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             Figure (4-23) :Tc(offset) a function of concentration Ni of 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  

 

 

 

Figure (4-24) : Eg (eV) a function of concentration Ni of  

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  
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4-3-3 Results Of Oxygen Content:                                             

      The values of () which is the excess concentration of oxygen 

in the prepared specimens of Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 

(x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0)  was measured by using a chemical Iodometric  

titration experiment discussed in (part two). 

Table (4-10) shows the values of critical temperature Tc  related to  for all 

specimens . 

Table (4-10) and fig (4-25) show the values of Tc related to δ values. It can 

be noticed that δ and Tc increase with the raising of the dopant 

concentration for Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ with Ni 

x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 . Arise of  δ has been attributed to the existence of 

excess oxygen atoms in the Cu-O2 layers. This leads to create more holes in 

the perovskite layers and shortening in the bond length of the Cu-O and 

enhance the Tc the agreement with research[150]  . 

The δ values had shown that the values ranged from 0.0720 to 0.189, 

remaining all conditions from sintering temperature at (850
o
C) and time of 

sintering (24 hr) at pressure (7 ton/cm
2
) in air are controlled and fixed. 

 Hence Oxygen Content  increase with increase Ni concentration shown in 

fig (4-26) .the relation between Tc and Oxygen Content is almost parabolic 

for our specimens.   

It is observed from Table(4-10) that Tc increases as  increases because the 

presence of excess oxygen atoms in the CuO2 layers will create more holes 

in the perovskite layers and this creation of the holes in the CuO2 sheet will 

shorten the Cu-O bond length and tend to improve the transition 

temperature .  

 Similar behavior of   with transition temperature was found by Zhao 

et.al[138].  
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 The critical temperature dependence on the oxygen amount  of each 

superconducting compound is listed in table (4-10), and shown in figure (4-

25).

 

Figure (4-25) :Oxygen content as a function of Tc (mid)of  

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  

 

 

             Figure (4-26) :Oxygen content as a function of concentration Ni 

of Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  
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4-3-4  Study of Dielectric Properties: 

The dielectric properties such as dielectric constant (   , dielectric loss 

factor      and alternating electric conductivity       were measured at 

room temperature at the frequency (50Hz - 5MHz) for compounds 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1 which are 

prepared by a solid state reaction. The results are discussed as a function of 

frequency.   

 

4-3-4-1  Dielectric Constant (έ) 

       The behavior of the dielectric constant is measured at room temperature 

within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) measured for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  

with Pb= 0.5 and x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

Figure (4-27) shown  the variation of (έ)  the dielectric constant as a 

function of frequency(Hz) at the  room temperature for the Hg-1223 

specimens. We observed to decrease of (έ) with increasing frequency for all 

specimens and is almost a constant at higher frequencies was agreement 

with  many researchers[139,151]. 

The carriers can not follow the frequency of external applied electric ac-

field at high frequencies and dielectric response becomes ineffective [140]. 

       This high (έ) of the specimen (x=0.6) can be mainly attributed to the 

polarization effect or this is may be due to the agglomeration of Pb and 

nickel particles in the crystal phase (Pb, Ni ) which occupies partial sites in 

the crystal lattice more than replacement sites with Cu [141]. 

The contribution of polarization is most obvious at low frequency. There 

are four primary mechanisms of polarization in materials. Each mechanism 

involves a short range of motion of charge and contributes to the total 

polarization of the material. The polarization mechanisms include 

electronic polarization, ionic or atomic polarization, dipolar or orientation 

polarization, and interfacial polarization. The Electronic polarization occurs 
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at very high frequencies .At low frequencies all four type sources of 

polarization are  occurs, whereas at higher frequencies, only the electronic 

polarization comes into play[151]. 

 

Figure (4-27):  Dielectric constant(έ) with frequency of  

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens  

 

Table (4-11) Dielectric constant value (έ) with the change of the amount of 

material replaced when frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
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The figure shows a rise in (έ) values at low frequencies from 53.163(50 Hz)  

at the specimen  Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ (x= 0.0) to 

69118.21(50Hz) at the specimen HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ (x=1.0) also 

increasing in this values with increasing Ni  addition . Moreover, the values 

of dielectric constant for the specimen  at  1 MHz , 2MHz ,3 MHz  and 4 

MHz  shows  in table (4-11)and from this table we notes the specimen 

x=0.6  Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6Ni0.6O8+  showed the best behavior for 

dielectric constant. 

 

4-3-4-2   Loss Factor Of Dielectric  ( Imaginary Part ε″): 

        The behavior of the dielectric loss factor (ε″) is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) that is measured for 

HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  with Pb =0.5 and  x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

Figure (4-28) shows that the dielectric loss factors (ε″) decreases with 

increasing of frequency and this behavior was observed by many 

researchers[139,140] . Dipoles tend and align along the direction of applied 

electric field and for ac fields tend to follow the field and are in a phase 

with it. The friction of this dipole with other dipoles in the medium 

prevents this, and  leads to the dielectric loss, and this loss appears as heat. 

The variation in frequency-dependent imaginary part of dielectric constant 

(ε″ ) of the specimens  at room temperature is shown in Fig.(4-28)All the 

investigated specimen exhibit dielectric dispersion where decrease in ε″ is 

observed with the increase in frequency. The dielectric dispersion 

phenomenon has been explained on the basis of Maxwell–Wagner model 

of dielectrics [142,143]. 
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Figure (4-28): Dielectric loss factor (ε″) with frequency for 

 Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ specimens 

 

Table (4-12) Dielectric loss factor value ( ε″) with the change of the amount of 

material replaced when frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
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4-3-4-3 Dielectric Loss Factor | tan δ |: 

     The ratio of energy dissipated and energy stored in the specimens 

determines the dielectric loss factor | tan δ | , figure (4-29) showed varied 

the absolute value of dielectric loss factor verses frequency (Hz) for all 

specimens  . The variation in frequency-dependent tangent loss ( tan ) of 

the specimens at room temperature is shown in Fig (4-29). The peaks 

appeared correspond to dispersion positions indicating the relaxation 

process. Maximum dissipation is observed because of relaxation time of 

electrical dipoles, which is near the applied electric field.[140] 

        From behaviors of dielectric (tanδ)  a strong dielectric dispersion is 

observed in system of the HBCCO superconductor. For our experiments on 

the HBCCO compound superconductor, it is believed that the dielectric 

dispersion effects are attributable to the dipolar polarizations due to 

hopping of carriers. 

We notice  the value of | tan δ | decreases with the increase frequency for 

specimens shown in table (4-13)  and stay approximately at comparable 

value ( at high frequency ) for specimens    and the value of | tan δ | 

decrease with increase Ni concentration . This behavior may be due to the 

polarization effect for specimen. 

 

Figure (4-29) : Variation of (| tan δ| ) versus frequency of 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 
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Table (4-13): Variation of  tan δ versus frequency of 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ with frequency (50HZ-5MHZ) 

 

 

 

 

4-2-4-4  Alternating Electrical Conductivity  (   ): 

The Alternating electrical conductivity (   ) is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) for HgBa2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO8+  with Pb= 0.5 and  x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

The value of        increases as a whole after the addition of Ni in Hg-

1223 superconducting matrix. The possible reason for this increase in     is 

due to healing up of the micro-cracks, which results in the improvement of 

inter-grain connectivity or because at high frequencies, the amount of 

kinetic energy in which the electrons must have to cross the crystalline 

increases, so the number of electrons transmitted is more, so (   ) 

increases. 

   The ac-conductivity (   ) of our specimen  increases at high frequencies, 

which happens due to bound carriers trapped in the specimens. 
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Note through the figures (4-30) and table (4-14) the value of the (   ) 

increases with the increase of frequency (same reference [139]). At low 

frequencies, the amount of kinetic energy in which the electrons must have 

to cross  the crystal is few, so the number of electrons which transmit is  

few that means (   ) is  few.  

 

Figure (4-30) : Alternating electrical conductivity(   ) with frequency  

for Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  

  
  

Table (4-14): Alternating Electrical Conductivity  (   ) 

with frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
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4-3-5 Result Of Mechanical Properties: 

        The Vicker's Hardness measurements of substitution Pb =0.5 0n Hg 

and Ni substitution on copper in Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+  specimens  

with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1. were done  with a digital microhardness 

tester at room temperature. All specimens were polished before  to being 

tested a Vickers pyramidal indenter with loads (2.94 N), the applied time 

was 15 second to measure the diagonals of indentation. The Vickers 

microhardness (HV )  Young’s modulus (E) and yield strength (Y) were 

calculated using the equations (3.14) ,(3.15) and (3.16) respectively for  

applied loads are summarized in Table(4-15) . figure (4-31) shows the 

variation of  Vickers microhardness  Number with  Ni concentration , from 

this figure it was notes the hardness increases with added Ni this not 

agreement changes were reported [144].This behavior may be explained by 

the reduced porosity and good contact between the grains when added the 

Ni , or can be attributed to the high phases which cause reinforcement of 

the bond strength and addition to properties of Ni   high hardness causes 

increase of compound hardness thus increasing in value young modulus 

and yield strength, Ni ferrite strengthener; increases the hardenability and 

impact strength of compound, Nickel is a high-density, high-strength metal 

and high temperature properties. 
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Table ( 4-15 ): Vicker's Hardness Number (VHN) , Young modulus (E) 

and Yield strength (Y) for Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+(for 15 sec 

&load=2.94N) 

 

 

 

 

    Figure(4-31) : The variations of  Vicker's Hardness Hv 

as a function Ni concentration . 

 

          

 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ 

Y(MPa) E(MPa) Hv Load N Tim/ sec x 

43.33 10654.8 130 2.94 15 0.0 

49 12048.12 147 2.94 15 0.2 

51.66 12703.8 155 2.94 15 0.4 

54 13277.52 162 2.94 15 0.6 

56.66 13933.2 170 2.94 15 0.8 

59.33 14588.88 178 2.94 15 1.0 
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Figure(4-32) The variations of young modulus E 

      a function Ni concentration . 

 

 

 

Figure(4-33) The variations of  yield strength Y  

a function Ni concentration . 
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4-3-6  Results of Atomic Forces Microscopic AFM: 

         After the preparation of the specimens  by solid state method. Using a 

agate mortar, the elements were converted to small dimensions and imaged 

by an atomic force microscope the images taken in this research of 

composition Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+with  Pb=0.5 and 

x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1. It is found that for the various Ni concentration and 

with substitution of Pb on Hg  lead to various Roughness(nm) ,Root mean 

square(nm) and Avg. Diameter(nm) and  it is clearly seen that in figure (4-

34) AFM images. Table (4-16) shows the values of surface roughness of 

the specimens which indicate that the surface of the some specimens has a 

good crystalline uniformity and high homogeneity surface give a best nano 

size value is 98.17 nm at x=1.0. 

 Surface roughness most commonly refers to the variations in the height of 

the surface relative to a reference plane. It is measured either along a single 

line profile or along a set of parallel line profiles[146]. 
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Figure (4-34): Reveals the (3-D) AFM images and the chart 

distribution of Hg0.5Pb0.5                   
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Table (4-16): Values of average surface roughness ,Crystal size and  

Avg. Diameter in 2D for Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 

 

 

 

 

4 -4 TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- Compound:  

      The molecular weights of the compound were calculated according to 

the following formula   and then were studied the physical properties         

(structure , electrical , mechanical ) that will be explained later  

0.5[Tl2O3]+ 2 BaO+2CaO+ 3-xCuO + x NiO → Tl                   

 

4-4-1 Study of  Structural Properties:                                      

       The structure and phase purity of compound was determined by XRD 

pattern analyses' . We analyzed nominal composition TlBa2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO9- (x= (0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1)  high-𝑇c superconductor with Tl-

1223 phase. These superconductor system have a tetragonal unit cell with  

𝑎 = 3.1464 and   = 15.1171 ˚A and  pertain to the P4/mmm space group. 

This has one insulating TlO layer, two spacing BaO layers, two separating 

Ca layers, and three conducting CuO2 planes forming them“1223” type.   
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Figure (4-35) contrast  the XRD patterns of the pure specimens  and those 

substitution by Ni measurements in a  assortments  of 2  from 1   to     . 

All the peaks are well resolved and indicate good crystallinity of the 

compound . It can be  seen from Fig.(4-35) that the main peaks are at 

(1223) for the high HTSC phase
 
and  implying that the some of secondary 

phases Tl-1212 , Tl-1201 and appears small amounts of impurities . The 

relative intensities of XRD patterns of  TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- 

specimens we can notice increase of High-phase and decrease of Low-

phase by increasing Cu-O layer due to increasing hole in the structures that 

due increase the high-Tc phase beside of that there is appearance clear and 

sharp  peaks especially when ϴ   3 .3              and shifting of pea s 

position in compression with pure specimen , this may  attributed to the 

substitution of Ni in Cu  sites that means peaked tops  are overlapped and 

this indicates of (CuO)layers be formed which are thought to have a 

significant role in superconducting process thus the compound is reach  at 

its best of regularity and stability, which help to provides safety tracks for 

current carriers .  

      The lattice parameters for  the XRD patterns of the prepared specimens 

of Tl-1223 are reported in Table (4-17) which shows that as the sintering 

temperature increases the (c) lattice parameter  in the same time changes 

(a=b) lattice parameter increases with increasing Ni indeed the behavior of 

the lattice constant may attributed to the incorporation of Ni ions into 

interstitial sites in the unit cell rather than occupation of the Cu sites or the 

larger Ba atoms contribute to the increase of c-parameter. Hence, the super 

electrons will move more freely in the Cu-O planes. Thus, we attribute that 

the c-parameter play influential role in the HTSC process. 
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Figure (4-35): XRD pattern of TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  

    The lattice parameters have been estimated using d-values and (hkl) 

reflections of the observed x-ray diffraction pattern  through the software 

program based on Cohen
,
s least square method[135]. The peaks were 

agreement with ASTM Card number (042-0351,042-0352,044-0476 ) 

[2012 international center for Diffraction Data].  
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Table(4-17): Lattice parameters and volume fraction  of   

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  compounds 

 

         The substitution of Cu
+2

 by Ni
+2

 may well relax the modulation by 

influencing the charge balance oxygen content and structure of the relevant 

layers[152] . According to these, it was found from Table (4-17) increase 

of the c- axis lattice constant with the increases of the Ni content . The 

presence of Ni in the structure of the Tl-1223 compound has a direct 

influence on the increasing of the high TC- phase, which can be clearly in 

the x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern in Fig. (4-35). In all specimens of 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  compounds, the High phases increased with 

increasing Ni. We noted many satellite reflections that are due to 

arrangement  of the cations and displacement of an ion or oxygen defects 

(the oxygen deficiency increment  when Cu is substituted by Ni which has 

smaller ionic radius than that of Cu). This is more likely to be the result of 

an incommensurate structure which gives rise to deformation of the c-

parameter. The deformation of the structure is always considered as the 

reason of the high conduction in the perovskite multi-layer. 

       From figures(4-36),(4-37) and (4-38) we find  that the  Vph ,c/a and the 

density (dm) which have  been calculated from equations (3-3) and (3-4) 

noted Vph increase  with increase value Ni, the c/a ratio and dm decreases 
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with increasing Ni as compared with this pure specimen. This result may be 

explained by the shorter ionic radius of Ni
+2

 (83 pm) than that of Cu
+2

(87 

pm)or reason due to existence of porous in TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-   which 

would leads to increase Critical temperature Tc . 

 

Figure (4-36): The ratio of volume fraction Vph as function of 

Ni concentration for the TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  specimens 

 

 

      Figures(4-37) shows that the density (dm) is decreased with the 

increase of Ni, this can be explained by an increase in porosity reason to  

decrees in the density value.  The produce a high concentration of the hole 

pairing, resulting to a decrease in the density (dm). 
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Figure (4-37): Variation density with Ni concentration for the 

 TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  specimens 

The altering in the c- lattice parameter is belong to the distribution of holes 

between Thallium oxides layers and CuO planes. The doped ions may 

change the spacing between the CuO planes and thus affect the charge 

transfer to the CuO layers [153]. 

Figure (4-48) shown the ratio of c/a changing with increment of Ni 

concentration due to the variation   in values of (a=b,c) parameter by 

changing of density.  

 

Figure (4-38): The ratio of lattice parameters c/a  as function 

of Ni concentration for the TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens 
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4-4-2 Study of Electrical Resistivity: 

      The resistivity versus temperature diagram for specimens with nominal 

composition TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- with x=(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1) 

shown in figure(4-39) the  compounds a four-point probe technique has 

been recommended as a good method .. 

The figure(4-39) and table (4-18) shown the effect of Ni on Cu in the 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with x =(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1) by preparing a 

specimen at sintering equal 850 
0
C for 24h  reveals that the behavior of 

resistivity of this research specimens decreases with the decrease of 

temperature, although all specimens showed metal-like behavior with 

respect to temperature. 

     A  graph of the normalized resistivity vs. temperature behavior of 

specimens with various Ni concentrations. It can be noticed that the value 

of Tc (offset) increased from 117K in the pure specimen to 123 K in the Ni-

doped specimen (Ni =0.2). The values of critical transition temperature Tc 

(offset) for (x= 0.4, 0.6, 0.8and 1.0))   HTSC  phases are 123.5, 129,113 and 

113.5 K respectively. It is found the greatest value of transition temperature 

Tc when Ni content (x=0.6) reason due to attributed to the existence of the 

high Tc -phase as referred in x-ray analysis and due to increasing Cu-O 

layer increase Ni and then decease when x= 0.8,1.0 the critical temperature 

receptivity equal  129,125 K. The decrease in Tc are further evidence that 

the presence of increase amount of Ni content in Tl-1223 phase stabilizes 

and promotes the growth of Tl-1212 and Tl-1201 phase at the expense of 

Tl-1223 phase. 

The transition temperature (Tc) of most specimens in TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-

  compound increases with the increase of the value of Ni content, because 

the increase of the Ni content is necessary to insert extra layers of Cu–O2 

and Ca planes into the layer structure of low-Tc phase (1212) to produce 

high phase(1223) superconductors [154]. 
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Figure (4-39 ) :The resistivity as function of temperature for TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- 

specimens for  x=0.0 , 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1.0 

 

It is clear from table (4-18) that the increment  of the Cu-O layers which 

leads to increment the holes in the structures thus reinforce the transition 

temperature from and reduced the transition width ΔT .The transition width 

(ΔTc) decreases with substitution concentration. this may be due to 

homogeneity of specimen  during preparation or indicates that a very small 

admixture of some other phases exist  then the transition width (ΔTc) 

increases with substitution concentration (x=0.6 ,x=0.8) this may be due to  

the effect of microscopic inhomogeneity and may be due to an electronic 

problem in the experiment. 
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Table(4-18) : volume fraction ,Eg, and transition temperature of     

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- compounds 
 

 

 

 

Figure(4-40) shows the variation of Tc(off) with Ni concentration and we can 

observed the value of Tc(off) increment from x=0.0 (pure specimen) to x=0.6 

(129 K) and the decrease above x=0.6 .This behavior its  seem the results 

for Eg and we noted the optimum of Eg equal (0.0409eV) where x=0.6. 

 

Figure (4-40): Tc(offset) a function of concentration Ni of  

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  
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             Figure (4-41): Eg (eV) a function of concentration Ni of 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  

 

4-4-3 Results Of Oxygen Content:                                             

    The values of () which is the excess concentration of oxygen in the 

prepared specimens of TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- (x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0)  

was measured by using a chemical Iodometric  titration experiment 

discussed in (chapter two). 

Table (4-18) and fig (4-42) shows the values of Tc related to δ values for all 

specimens. It can be noticed that δ and Tc increase with the raising of the 

dopant concentration and Tc increases with the increases δ  for 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0. 

From the table(4-18) we noted  increase in oxygen content plays a very 

important role in increasing the critical transition temperature. This may be 

caused by decreasing the structure defects and also could be due to the 

intergrowth of a large number of Cu–O layers in the unit cell [150]. 

Calculation the oxygen excess play an important role to determine the 

value of oxygen diffusion, which is of critical importance in optimizing the 

fully dense polycrystalline specimens. 
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We noted the variability in oxygen content  that may be  due to  change of 

Ni concentration add to  different location of specimens inside furnace 

during   heat treatments. 

 

Figure (4-42):The  Oxygen content as a function of Tc (mid)of  

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  

 

 

             Figure (4-43) : The Oxygen content as a function of 

concentration Ni of TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  
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4-4-4  Study of Dielectric Properties: 

     The dielectric properties such as dielectric constant (   , dielectric 

loss factor      and alternating electric conductivity       were measured 

at room temperature at the frequency (50Hz - 5MHz) for compounds 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1 which are prepared 

by a solid state reaction. The results are discussed as a function of 

frequency . 

 

4-4-4-1  Dielectric Constant (έ): 

        The behavior of the dielectric constant is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) measured for 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

Figure (4-44) shows the dialectic constant dependence of the frequency 

electrical for a TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1. 

This figure shows the dielectric constant values start to be stable and 

became approximately constant constant for many phases at frequencies 

(F≥1*1  Hz). We noted  clarified  in figure (4-44) that the dielectric 

constant increase with increase Ni concentration ,this could be explained as 

a result of the difference in volumes of the ionic and atomic size between 

the two elements (Cu and Ni) .The reason is the decrease in grain size with 

the Ni increasing, which leads to an increase in the number of dipoles thus 

increasing the polarization. This variation in dielectric constant behaviors 

refers to the polarization effects, at low frequencies (f<1*105Hz) there are 

four polarization mechanisms or all polarization mechanisms can follow 

the applied field, so the dielectric constant arrive a maximum value at 

lower frequencies. At higher frequencies, the space charge, cannot shift 

orientation direction with the applied field, polarization drops out, only 

ionic and electronic contributions remain, so the dielectric constant values 

decrease with the increases of frequencies[155]. The carriers can not follow 
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the frequency of external applied electric ac-field at high frequencies and 

dielectric response becomes ineffective[140]. 

The (έ) gives the part  of energy stored in the matter( within the grains inter 

–granular)  at electric field applied. The most likely place at which this 

energy could be stored is the material is within the grain acts like 

termination ends for the crystal. 

The figure (4-44) and table (4-19) show a rise in (έ) values at low 

frequencies from 27.784(50 Hz)  at the specimen  TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- 

(x= 0.0) to 84161.24(50Hz) at the specimen TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- (x=1.0) 

also increasing in this values at 5MHz with increasing Ni  addition from 

12.557  (at x=0) to  213.14 (at x=0.6). Also, the values of dielectric 

constant for the specimen  at  1 MHz , 2MHz ,3 MHz  and 4 MHz  shows  

in table (4-19)and from this table we notes the specimen x=0.6  

TlBa2Ca2Cu2.6Ni0.6O9-  showed the best behavior for dielectric constant   . 

 

Figure (4-44) : Dielectric constant(έ) with frequency of  

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  
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Table (4-19): Dielectric constant value (έ) with the change of the amount of 

material replaced when frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 

 

 

 

4-4-4-2   Loss Factor Of  Dielectric  ( Imaginary Part ε″): 

       The behavior of the dielectric loss factor (ε″) is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) that is measured for 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

The imaginary part of the dielectric constant (ε˝) demonstrate  the 

absorption and the attenuation of energy across the interfaces under an 

external electric field .Examples of interfaces are grain boundaries, 

localized defects and localized charge densities at the defect sites and at 

grain boundaries[135]. 

Figure (4-45) shows that the dielectric loss factors (ε″) decreases with 

increasing of frequency and this behavior was observed by many 

researchers[139,140]. Dipoles tend and align along the direction of applied 

electric field and for ac fields tend to follow the field and are in a phase 

with it. The friction of this dipole with other dipoles in the medium 

prevents this, and  leads to the dielectric loss, and this loss appears as heat. 
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The variation in frequency-dependent imaginary part of dielectric constant 

(ε″ ) of the specimens  at room temperature is shown in Fig.(4-45) and table 

(4-20). All the investigated specimen exhibit dielectric dispersion where 

decrease in ε″ is observed with the increase in frequency. The dielectric 

dispersion phenomenon has been explained on the basis of Maxwell–

Wagner model of dielectrics [142,143]. 

We noted  clarified  in figure (4-45) that the dielectric loss factor increase 

with increase Ni concentration ,this maybe explained as a result of the 

difference in ionic radius  between the two elements (Cu and Ni). 

 

Figure (4-45): Dielectric loss factor (ε″) with frequency for 

 TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens 
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Table (4-20) :Dielectric loss factor value ( ε″) with the change of the amount 

of material replaced when frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 

 

 

 

 

4-4-4-3 Dielectric Loss Factor | tan δ |: 

    The ratio of energy dissipated and energy stored in the specimens 

determines the dielectric loss factor | tan δ | , figure (4-46) showed varied 

the absolute value of the loss tangent | tan δ | verses frequency (Hz) for all 

specimens. The loss tangent (tanδ)  which is measured at room 

temperature, is plotted as a function of applied frequency-range 50 Hz -

5MHz -for specimens as shown in Figure (4-46).Where the specimens are 

compacted to 7ton/cm
2 

followed by heat treatment ( sintering) at (850)
o
C 

for 24 hours, we noted from the figure and teble (4-21) that, the loss 

tangent has a low value (tanδ≤1) decrease in tanδ with the increase in Ni 

concentration for all specimens. 

 The variation in frequency-dependent tangent loss (tan ) of the specimens 

at room temperature is shown in Fig (4-46). The peaks appeared 
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correspond to dispersion positions indicating the relaxation process. 

Maximum dissipation is observed because of relaxation time of electrical 

dipoles, which is near the applied electric field[140]. 

 

Figure (4-46) :Variation of (| tan δ| ) versus frequency of 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- 

 

Table (4-21): Variation of (| tan δ| ) versus frequency of 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ with frequency (50HZ-5MHZ) 
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4-4-4-4  Alternating Electrical Conductivity  (   ): 

        The Alternating electrical conductivity (   ) is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) for TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  

with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

The results of the alternating electrical conductivity (σa.c) measurement at 

room temperature for specimens. Which is showed the figure (4-47) and 

table (4-22) that (σa.c) increases as the applied frequency increases up to 

5MHz. 

Increasing in (σa.c) with the applied frequency attributes to the direct 

relation between (σa.c) and frequency(σa.c= 2πf   ε″) ,and as a result of 

charge carriers polarization. The change in composition in grain boundaries 

and crystal structure which has an effect on ε″and the loss tangent (tanδ)  

subsequently on the (σa.c) values [156]. 

 

Figure (4-47): Alternating electrical conductivity(   ) with frequency  

for TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-   
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Table (4-22): Alternating Electrical Conductivity  (   ) 

with frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
 

 

 

4-4-5 Result Of Mechanical Properties: 

      The Vicker's Hardness Number (VHN) for all specimens with nominal 

composition TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

 were performed with a digital microhardness at room temperature , all 

specimen were polished to being tested . The Vickers microhardness 

Number , Young's modulus (E) and Yield strength (Y) were calculated 

using equations (3.13) (3.14) and (3.15) respectively are summarized in 

table (4-23) , figure (4-48) shows  the variation of  Vickers microhardness  

Number with  Ni concentration , Figure (4-48) shows the Hardness values 

VHN as function Ni concentration. Hardness value increases with 

increasing Ni concentration , this means increasing the value(Ni) lead to 

decreasing brittleness of the specimens. This behavior may be explained by 

the reduced porosity and good contact between the grains when added the 
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Ni , or can be attributed to the high phases which cause reinforcement of 

the bond strength and addition to properties of Ni high hardness causes 

increase of compound hardness thus increasing in value young modulus 

and yield strength, Ni ferrite strengthener; increases the hardenability and 

impact strength of compound, Nickel is a high-density, high-strength metal 

and high temperature properties. 

 

Table ( 4-23) :Vicker's Hardness Number (VHN) , Young modulus (E) 

and Yield strength (Y) for TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- (for 15 sec 

&load=2.94N) 

 

 

Figure(4-48) :The variations of  Vicker's Hardness Hv as 

a function Ni concentration . 

TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9+δ 

Y(MPa) E(MPa) Hv Load N Tim/ sec x 

63.33333 
 

15572.4 190 2.94 15 0.0 

70 17211.6 210 2.94 15 0.2 

73.3333 18031.2 220 2.94 15 0.4 

77.3333 19014.72 232 2.94 15 0.6 

83.3333 20490 250 2.94 15 0.8 

93.3333 22948.8 280 2.94 15 1.0 
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Figures of (4-49) and (4-50) shown the result obtained for 

Young's modulus (E) and Yield strength (Y)  versus Ni 

concentration.  

 

Figure(4-49): The variations of young modulus E 

a function Ni concentration . 

 

Figure(4-50) :The variations of  yield strength Y  

a function Ni concentration . 
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4-2-6  Results of Atomic Forces Microscopic AFM: 

         Analyzing the surface of these systems was made using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) it give information about the surface [145]. The images 

taken in this research of  composition TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with 

x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1.  

It is found that for the various Ni concentration  lead to various 

Roughness(nm) ,Root mean square(nm) and Avg. Diameter(nm) this is 

agreement  with researchers [34,35]shown  in figure (4-51) AFM images. 

Table (4-24) shows the values of Average particle size, surface roughness, 

and square root for mean roughness of the specimens which indicate that 

the surface of the some specimens has a good crystalline uniformity and 

high homogeneity[34]. 

       The morphology of specimens suggests that specimens grow in a 

columnar fashion . the roughness of these specimens was of the order 

(4.26-0.74) clearly seen that the specimens roughness surface decreases 

with increase Ni concentration.                                                           

 Nano- and microroughness are formed by fluctuations in the surface of 

short wavelengths, characterized by hills (asperities) (local maxima) and 

valleys (local minima) of varying amplitudes and spacing's.                       

Surface roughness most commonly refers to the variations in the height of 

the surface relative to a reference plane. It is measured either along a single 

line profile or along a set of parallel line profiles.[146]                        

      AFM techniques were chosen to give information about surface 

structure in different surface spatial wavelength regions as well as to 

measure surfaces of different roughness[147].                                            
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Figure (4-51) :Reveals the (3-D) AFM images and the chart 

distribution of Tl                   
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Table (4-24): Values of average surface roughness ,Crystal size and 

Avg. Diameter in 2D for TlBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-   

 

 

4 -5  Compound of  Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-: 

High critical temperature superconducting (HTS) was synthesized by solid 

state reaction process, Using the required amounts of pure powders 

materials high purity oxides, and in Commensurate with the molecular 

weights, accordingly for these chemical formulas:  

 [0.25Tl2O3+0.5PbO]+2BaO+2CaO+(3-x)CuO+xNiO→ Tl0.5Pb0.5                  .   

 

1 Study of  Structural Properties :-5-4 

     The structural study performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). We 

analyzed nominal composition Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-(x= 

(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8, 1.0 and Pb=0.5 ) .The XRD patterns of all the 

specimens confirmed the specimens are pure Tl-1223. the main phase 

correspond in all specimens to the Tl-1223 phase, but some minor phases 
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can be identified, Tl-1212 phase  and Tl-1201 phase and appears small          

amounts of impurities. The Structural properties that studied by using X-

ray powder pattern, the phase high temperature superconductor (Tl-1223) 

have been the tetragonal structure with space group P4/mmm  didn't change 

with the partial substitution of Pb and Ni. 

          The appearance of different phases in the pure specimen  in 

particular and the rest of the specimens  in general is due to the 

displacement  of defects of the atomic or oxygen deficiency or irregularity 

of positive ions, which lead to the accumulation of defects in the stack 

along the axis (c), which ultimately lead to deformation of crystalline 

structure [131,132]. 
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Figure (4-52) :XRD pattern of Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- 

 

XRD data shows various crystalline phases will occur, Figure (4-52) 

depicts XRD pattern of all specimens indicating that lead and nickel  

addition  promotes the growth of Tl-1223 high. It can be seen from 

figure(4-52) that there is a slight shift in pea  positions to higher 2  values 

with the increase of Ni content and the patterns of  x-ray diffraction for the 

free specimen  gave increase in the intensity and enhancement of the peaks 
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due to the high - TC- phase, which is most probably due to the increase in 

the c-axis length of the unit cell. The overall contraction of the unit cell can 

be seen from the decrease of c axis with increase the Ni content. It was 

noted also that  an increase in the peaks intensity for the doped specimen in 

comparison with that of the pure specimens. 

Have been estimated the lattice parameters using d values and (hkl) 

reflections of the observed X-ray diffraction pattern through the software 

program based on Cohen’s least square method [157,135]. The peaks were 

agreement with ASTM Card number (042-0351,042-0352,084-1826,079-

1839). [ 2012 international center for Diffraction Data].  

     The parameters a, b, c, density dm, and volume fraction (Vphase) are 

shown in Table (4-25). 

The dimensions of unit cell were calculated from check cell. The unit cell 

parameters change significantly. According to the XRD measurements, Ni  

addition increasing the lattice c parameter from15.2769 Å (x=0.0) to 

15.811 Å (x=0.4 ). 

The change in (c) axis can be due to many causes, the first was the 

increment in (O2) concentration that resulted from substitution of Pb
+2

 

instead on Hg
+2

 and  (Ni
+2

) replacement instead of (Cu
+2

)and this increment 

will  Cu layers which cause a stronger link because of the (Ni
+2

) valence 

that lead to increase ion bonding forces formed in the (Tl) layers and thus 

increase the lattice parameter c , increase (a=b) , the rate c/a change  with 

(Ni) and (Pb=0.5)concentration as shown in table(4-25). 
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Table(4-25): Lattice parameters and volume fraction  of   

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  compounds 

 

 

       

The change of  (a=b), c  lattice parameter  effect on the V volume of the 

unit cell and then reason  variation of the density. It can be  seen in Figure 

(4-52) that the peak intensities of Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- increase 

when the Ni concentration increased and increase of the a=b and c lattice 

parameters for Ni  substitution specimens as comparable with the Ni- free 

specimen . The reason for that can be attributed to the decomposition of 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  by inserting Cu–O layer in it to produce Tl-

1223 phase. 

Figure (4-53) show an increase of the volume fraction (Vph) up x=0.4 then 

decrement when increase Ni  and Figure (4-54) show an increase of the c/a, 

while Figure (4-55) shows a decrease of the mass density (dm) with 

incrementing Ni concentration for different compositions of 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-   , the reason is the substitution of Pb 
+2

 (133 

pm)for Tl
+3

(102.5pm) where the ionic radius of Pb
+2

 is greater than that of 

Tl
+3

,  and Ni for Cu where the ionic radius of Ni
+2

(83pm) is smaller than 
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that of Cu
+2

(87pm), which changes the c-parameter and produces a 

deformation on the structures.  

 

Figure (4-53) The ratio of volume fraction Vph as function of 

Ni concentration for the Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  

specimens 

 

Figure (4-54) :The ratio of lattice parameters c/a  as function 

of Ni concentration for the Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  

specimens 
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We observed  from the table( 4-25) a decrease in the values of density and 

this because the increase Ni concentration causes defects in the crystalline 

structure and therefore the occurrence of voids, which increases the 

porosity and thus less density this shown in figure(4-55)  

 

Figure (4-55) : Variation density with Ni concentration for 

the Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  specimens 

 

4-5-2 Study of Electrical Resistivity: 

          The variation of resistance with temperature of the as  synthesized 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  HTSC specimens was measured by the four-

probe technique. All specimens  are prepared without oxygen treatments 

.The normal state resistance of all the specimens shows metal-like behavior 

with respect to temperature. A plot of the normalized resistivity vs. 

temperature (ρ–T ) behavior of specimens with various Ni  concentrations 

are shown in Figure (4-56). The values of critical transition temperature Tc 

for the Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3O9- , Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.8Ni0.2O9-, 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6Ni0.4O9-  phases are 118.5, 119.5 and 139 K, 

respectively. Transition temperature (Tc) increases with increment Ni 

concentration up x=0.4 and then decrement Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.4Ni0.6O9-   
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, Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.2Ni0.8O9- , Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2Ni1.0O9- phases are 

128.5, 133.5 and 129 K, respectively .We noted  the optimum value of 

transition temperature Tc is 140 K for (x=0.4) specimen  the reason due to 

that the increase of the Cu-O plane which leads to increase the holes in the 

structures thus enhanced the transition temperature. A small width in the 

superconducting transition of this specimens  indicates that mainly, the 

small width(∆TC)  in the transition indicates that a very small admixture of 

some other phases exists. Also small differences observed in these data and 

this may be due to an electronic problem in the experiment. ∆TC ,Tc ,Eg and 

   shown in table (4-26): 

 

Figure (4-56 ) :The resistivity as function of temperature for 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens for  x=0.0 , 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1.0 
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Table(4-26) :volume fraction ,Eg , and transition temperature of     

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- compounds 

 

       

 It was found that the hole concentration was increased with Ni 

concentration increment and oxygen content   and  Pb-substitution   in 

(Hg) causes the increase of se  increase of some  degrees in the transition 

temperature Tc. 

       The existence of an energy gap is always related to the binding energy 

of the fermions pairs. In this case, the energy gap is always temperature- 

dependent. At T = 0 K, the energy gap parameter Δ has a maximum value 

because all Cooper pairs are in the ground state.  

Figure (4-57) and (4-58) show the variation of Tcoff set and Eg as function of 

Ni concentration.It noticed the values of Tcoff set increasing with increase of 

Ni up x=0.4 then decrease.Also, fig (4-58) shown chinging in Eg values 

with increasing Ni concentration. 
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Figure (4-57): Tc(offset) a function of concentration Ni of  

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  

 

 

Figure (4-58) :Eg (eV) a function of concentration Ni of 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  
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4-5-3 Results Of Oxygen Content:                                             

      The values of oxygen content () which is the excess concentration of 

oxygen in the prepared specimens was found by the iodometric titration 

method . 

     Table (4-26) and figurer (4-59) show the values of critical temperature 

Tc  related to  for all specimens . 

        It is observed from this Table(4-26) that Tc increases as  increases 

because the presence of excess oxygen atoms in the CuO2 layers will create 

more holes in the perovskite layers and this creation of the holes in the 

CuO2 sheet will shorten the Cu-O bond length and tend to improve the 

transition temperature .  

     Similar behavior of  with transition temperature was found by Zhao 

et.al[138].  

 

Figure (4-59): Oxygen content as a function of Tc (mid)of  

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  
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Figure (4-60): Oxygen content as a function of concentration Ni  

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens 

  

4-5-4  Study of Dielectric Properties : 

The dielectric properties such as dielectric constant (    , dielectric loss 

factor      and alternating electric conductivity       were measured at 

room temperature at the frequency (50Hz - 5MHz) for high superconductor 

compounds Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 

and Pb=0.5 which are prepared by a solid state reaction. The results are 

discussed as a function of frequency. 

 

4-5-4-1  Dielectric Constant (έ) 

The behavior of the dielectric constant is measured at room temperature 

within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) measured for Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 ,1.0and Pb=0.5. 

We observe from figure (4- 61) ) and table (4-27)that the value of the 

dielectric constant decreases with frequency increase and starts to stabilize 

on the whole after frequency (10KHz). The values of the dielectric constant 
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become almost constant after this frequency for most models. This behavior 

can be explained by the frequency constant in low frequency, (f<10KHz)), 

There are four mechanics of polarization [158, 159] that is, the dielectric 

constant is at its highest value at low frequencies and with increasing 

frequency, the polarization effect from the vacuum charge(polarization 

interlayer) will begin to decay [160, 161] with increased frequency.  

 

Figure (4-61): Dielectric constant(έ) with frequency of  

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  
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Table (4-27): Dielectric constant value (έ) with the change of the 

amount of material replaced when frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 

 

 

In Table (4-27), which gives the values of the dielectric constant at (50Hz-

5MHz)  for Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens  , we observe that the 

values of the dielectric constant are decrease for the compounds containing 

nickel . This is because the addition of Ni, Leading to increase of the 

vacuum charge and ion mobility. This results in an improvement in the 

electrical properties, such as an increase in high residual polarization and a 

low leakage current[162]. 

On the other hand the specimen when (x=0.8)  showed an increase in the 

values of  dielectric constant compared to the pure specimen at 

frequencies(1,2,3,4,5 MHz)this the best specimen through this examination 

(LCR) meter  . 
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4-5-4-2   Dielectric Loss Factor ( Imaginary Part ε″): 

         The behavior of the dielectric loss factor (ε″) is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) that is measured for 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 ,1.0and Pb=0.5. 

Explain  figure (4-62)  and table (4 - 28) change the dielectric Loss Factor 

(ε″) with the change of frequency and measured at room temperature. We 

note through these form in general that dielectric Loss Factor the  of 

residual loss decreases with frequency crease and explains this behavior 

according to equation of (ε ") is dependent on its frequency value, ie, 

increasing the frequency leads to a decrease in the value of  dielectric Loss 

Factor (ε″) . 

In this table, we observe that the values of the loss factor are generally 

increased  with increase Ni concentration At frequencies(1,2,3,4,5 MHz), 

While we notice a decrease in i value of dielectric Loss Factor (ε″) with 

increasing of Ni concentration at the frequency (50Hz). 

The increase and decrease in the values of (ε″)  with the change in the 

values of Ni ,Pb concentration is due to the increase and decrease in the 

values of the alternating electrical conductivity (σa.c) have a  positive 

relationship with alternating electrical conductivity according to equation 

(3-12).  
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Figure (4-62): Dielectric loss factor (ε″) with frequency for 

 Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- specimens 

 

 

 

 

     

Table (4-28) :Dielectric loss factor value ( ε″) with the change of the amount of 

material replaced when frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
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4-5-4-3 Dielectric Loss Factor | tan δ |: 

 The ratio of energy dissipated and energy stored in the specimens 

determines the dielectric loss factor | tan δ |   figure ( -63) and table (4-29) 

showed varied the absolute value of the loss tangent | tan δ | with the 

frequency and measured at room temperature, and note that the value of the 

angle of loss for all compounds is of low values, Gives an indication that 

the behavior of these compounds is similar to the normal behavior of 

ferroelectric materials where the four polarization mechanics are effective 

at low frequencies [163, 164]. Is plotted as a function of applied frequency-

range 50 Hz -5MHz -for specimens as shown in Figure (4-63). 

We noted from table (4-29) that the value of the loss tangent | tan δ | has 

decreased with increased Ni concentration this agreement with the 

research[165]. 

 

Figure (4-63): Variation of (| tan δ| ) versus frequency of 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9- 
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Table (4-29) :Variation of (| tan δ| ) versus frequency of 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ with frequency (50HZ-5MHZ) 

 

 

 

4-5-4-4  Alternating Electrical Conductivity  (   ): 

         The Alternating electrical conductivity (   ) is measured at room 

temperature within the frequency (50Hz-5MHz) for Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO9-  with x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 and Pb=0.5.  

We noted from figure (4-64) and table (4-30) increase the alternating 

electrical conductivity (   ) with frequency increased , Also note a change 

between increase and decrease in value of the Alternating electrical 

conductivity (   )  with increased Ni concentration. 
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Figure (4-64) :Alternating electrical conductivity(   ) with frequency  

for Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-   

 

Table (4-30): Alternating Electrical Conductivity  (   ) 

with frequency (50Hz -5MHz). 
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4-5-5 Result Of Mechanical Properties: 

        This test includes presenting and discussing the results of the effect of 

the Pb=0.5 of (Tl ) and Ni (0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0) concentration of copper  in 

the compound Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-   , Compound when the state 

of excessive conductivity on its mechanical properties as well as the 

relationship of these characteristics to each other. 

The mechanical properties, such as the Vickers micro- hardness (HV), 

yield strength (Y)  and Young modulus (E) of superconductor specimens 

were calculated as referred in the previous paper [166]. 

The effects of nickel on the mechanical properties of 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-   specimens were studied. The specimens 

were pressed under 7(ton/cm
2
)  . It is noticed from table (4-31) and Figure 

(4-65) an increases of the microhardness with increases of load for 

specimens with Pb-doping and increasing Ni concentration  . This behavior 

may attribute to the presence of strong  grain boundaries of the 

superconducting ceramics.  

Figures( 4-65),(4-66),(4-67) and Table(4-31) show the variation of Vickers 

microhardness, yield strength and Young modulus, as a function of Ni 

concentration  . increase of microhardness, yield strength and Young’s 

modulus was observed with increasing Ni concentration. This result 

indicates that an enhancement of the mechanical properties contacts which 

get rearranged to fill the voids and pores resulting in more densification of 

the specimen [167], which leads to a remarkable increase in the mechanical 

resistance of the specimens. This increase of mechanical properties is due 

to the increase in strength of bonding between the grains and consequently 

causes the strengthen compound. 
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Table ( 4-31): Vicker's Hardness Number (VHN) , Young modulus (E) 

and Yield strength (Y) for Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-(for 15 sec 

&load=2.94N) 

 

 

 

Figure(4-65): The variations of  Vicker's Hardness Hv as 

a function Ni concentration . 

 

 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9+δ 

Y(MPa) E(MPa) Hv Load N Tim/ sec x 

63 15490.44 189 2.94 15 0.0 

66.66 16392 200 2.94 15 0.2 

70.66 17375.52 212 2.94 15 0.4 

73 17949.24 219 2.94 15 0.6 

75 18441 225 2.94 15 0.8 

80 19670.4 240 2.94 15 1.0 
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Figure(4-66) :The variations of young modulus E 

a function Ni concentration . 

 

Figure(4-67): The variations of  yield strength Y  

a function Ni concentration . 
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4-5-6  Results of Atomic Forces Microscopic AFM: 

         Analyzing the surface of these systems was made using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM)[141]. The images taken in this research of  composition 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-  with Pb=0.5 and  x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1. 

It is found that for the various Ni concentration with Pb-substitution  lead 

to various Roughness(nm),Root mean square(nm) and Avg. Diameter(nm) 

and Crystal size shown  in table (4-32)  from AFM images. Figure  (4-68) 

represent the 3-D AFM images of  superconductor compounds for all 

specimens. 
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Figure (4-68): reveals the (3-D) AFM images and the chart distribution 

ofTl0.5Pb0.5                   
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Table (4-32) :Values of average surface roughness ,Crystal size and 

Avg. Diameter in 2D for Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-xNixO9-   

 

 

 

Finally, when comparing the superconducting compounds(HgBa2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ ,  

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ ) for  the results  we obtained through the 

examinations:  x-ray diffraction analysis, resistivity measurements, oxygen 

content determination and dielectric properties , , hardness and atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) for all specimens where Ni= 

(0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1) . 

Where we found the best specimens  during the  preparation shown  in the 

table (4-33). 

We have noted through the results  of that partial substitution( Ni with Cu 

and Pb=0.5 with Hg ,Tl ) has a positive effect on improving  of the 

structural, electrical, mechanical and surface properties of superconducting 

compounds. We can see from result which obtained by choosing a best 
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specimens as shown in table (4-33), We can see from this table that there 

are clear differences between the four compounds , Where we noted  that 

the best transition critical temperature was for the compound 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ when x= 0.4 equal 140K and has volume 

fraction Vph 1223=83.8009 as well as having the best size of crystalline 

(357.0736) and granular size (73.54 ) where it can be considered as an ideal 

specimen almost. 

     As for the dielectric and mechanical properties, the specimen 

(TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ where x=0.6)  was the best at room temperature ε 

50Hz=4385.58, ε 5MHz=2131.14, Hv=232. 
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Table (4-33): Comparison between of the best specimens of the critical 

transition temperature of the four compounds 

 

a b (A˚) Vph 

1223 
 Tc(K) X Compounds 

4.0798 82.959 

 

0.0758 138.5 0.6 HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 

3.8524 81.7370 0.1552 139 0.8 Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ 
3.5520 85.0467 0.0953 134.6 0.6 TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 
3.8379 83.8009 0.1925 140 0.4 Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 

Crystallite 

size(nm) 
dm(gm/cm

3
) c/a ratio c (A˚) X Compounds 

 

 
40.1733 5.3485 3.9826 16.2484 0.6 HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 
22.36517 6.0907 4.1697 16.0635 0.8 Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ 
4.731678 7.2463 4.2174 16.0433 0.6 TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 
35.70736 7.0979 4.1197 15.811 0.4 Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 

a.c 

50Hz 

tan 

50Hz 

 

″ε 

50Hz 

ε 

50Hz 

X Compounds 

 

 

4.17*10
-8

 9.421 11.922 .8686.8 0.6 HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 
1.32*10

-6
 22750.5 22115.13 82.223 0.8 Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ 

2.05*10
-7

 1.562 110.309 4385.58 0.6 TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 
3.15*10

-9
 319.17 1378541 4318.86 0.4 Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 

a.c 

5MHz 

tan 

5MHz 

 

″ε 

5MHz 

ε 

5MHz 

X Compounds 

 

 

3.93*10
-6

 0.2976 1.051 9892.2 0.6 HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 
4.53*10

-6
 0.649 39.987 36.602 0.8 Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ 

6.21*10
-6

 0.1079 3.727 2131.14 0.6 TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 
1.95*10

-5
 0.9608 0.1339 9.890 0.4 Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 

Avg. 

Diameter 

(nm) 

Y E Hv X Compounds 

 

 
124.10 47 11556.36 141 0.6 HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ 
87.11 56.66 13933.2 170 0.8 Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ 
81.86 77.33 19014.72 232 0.6 TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 
73.54 70.66 17375.52 212 0.4 Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ 
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         In our experimental work, we investigated the effect of partial 

substitution of both Pb and Ni on the superconducting compound 

(HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+,TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-

x   O8+δ ,  Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ), where we were able to 

successfully obtain superconducting specimens and within the preparatory 

conditions we adopted, To obtain the results and reflect on her study, we 

were able to obtain from these conclusions:          

 The method of preparation has a very important role in the production 

of superconducting specimens Especially in the production of the 

higher phase (Hg-1223) ,(Tl-1223) . 

 From (XRD) analysis , it was found that all of the specimens had 

tetragonal structure , and that the replacement with both Pb and Ni 

instead of (Hg ,Tl ,Cu ) did not change of the crystalline structure for 

the pure specimen. The crystalline structure remains the same for all 

specimens. The specimens contain the phases (Hg-1223), (Hg-1212, 

Hg-1201) ,(Tl-1223), (Tl-1212, Tl-1201),  with a few impurities  

 The results of the XRD analysis showed that the high phase ratios 

(Hg-1223,Tl-1223) and the  other phases, as well as the parameters of 

unit cell (a, b, c) and there is an increase of  value for parameter  c-

axis value with the incrementing  of Ni concentration , and the ratio 

of c / a and unit cell density were changed randomly compared to the 

pure specimen , Replacement for both Pb and Ni , Most of the 

specimens had a metallic  behavior in terms of changing their 

electrical resistance by lowering the temperature before transition  it 

into a superconducting state. 

 

Conclusion 
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 The highest critical temperature for specimens sintered at 850 ˚C in 

air for 24h is 138.5 K for HgBa2Ca2Cu2.4Ni0.6O8+ under 7(ton/cm
2
), 

139  K for  Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.2     O8+δ , 134.6 K for 

TlBa2Ca2Cu2.4     O9-δ , 140 K for  Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6      O9-δ  

 The results of Iodometric titration for high superconductor 

compounds (HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , 

HgPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ ,   TlPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ) show  an 

enhancement of  (δ )value with the increase of Ni concentration. 

 In our present research,  shown the positive effect nickel 

concentration on superconducting compounds Hg-based cuprate and  

Tl-based cuprate in the improvement of  structure ,electrical, and 

mechanical properties. 

 In the hardness test, we observed an increase in the value of  The 

Vickers microhardness (HV ), Young’s modulus (E) and yield 

strength (Y) with increasing Ni concentration and also the partial 

substitution of lead . The results showed that the effect of lead and 

nickel substitution has a positive effect on the mechanical properties  

measurement. 

 The measurement of dielectric constant ,dielectric loss factor  and  

|tan δ| decrease with the increase of frequency (50 Hz -5MHz) for the 

all specimens . 

 The surface morphology ,average grain size and surface roughness 

for all prepared specimens showed an improvement in homogeneous 

and uniformity. 
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 Study the effect of pressure on critical temperature of high 

superconductor compounds (HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-

x   O9-δ , HgPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ ,   TlPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ) . 

 Preparation of high superconductor compounds (Bi2Ba2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO10+ and Bi2-xPbxBa2Ca2Cu3-yNiyO10+ where x=0.5 and 

y=0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 and  Bi2-xPbxBa2Ca2Cu3-yNiyO10+ 

(x=0.5,y=0.5) for balanced values and study all physical properties of 

compounds and preparation of high superconductor compounds 

(HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ ,Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ) 

where x= 0.5 ,0.55, 0.65,07(0.5  x  0.7). 

 Preparation of high superconductor compounds (HgBa2Ca2Cu3-

xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ 

,   Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ) by sol-gel method and thin film by 

pulse laser deposition method and studying all the measurements 

(electrical resistivity and XRD) . 

 Choosing  the best specimens  obtained at high temperature and carry 

out a partial replacement of silver(nano size) with copper.  

  Measuring the dielectric properties Under cooling for compound 

prepared (HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , 

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ ,   Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ) . 

 studying the characterization of high superconductor compounds 

(HgBa2Ca2Cu3-xNixO8+ , TlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ , 

HgPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δ ,   TlPbBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ) for all the 

measurements (SEM, DTA, TG and magnetic properties).  

Suggestion For Future Works 
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-HgBa2Ca2Cu3كل من  المركبات الفائقة التوصيل  تحضيرالحالي  يتضمن البحث         

xNixO8+,Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O8+δTlBa2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ, 

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu3-x   O9-δ و( دراسة تأثير االستبدال الجزئي لكل منPb بدال )

( على الخواص التركيبية ,والخواص الكهربائية والخواص Cu( بدال من )Ni( و)(Hg,Tlمن

 . Ni (x=0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and 1)و قيمة  Pb=0.5حيث أن  اعاله  الميكانيكية للمركبات

-Hgالدراسة الى التحري عن الظروف  ونسب االستبدال المثلى لتشكيل الطور العالي )وهدفت  

1223),Tl-1223)) ومحاولة الحصول على اعلى درجة حرارة انتقال  واستقراريته

الترددية التي من الممكن ان تعمل بها هذه العينات في (, وكذلك لمعرفة المديات High-Tcحرجة)

 الظروف االعتيادية.

حضرت العينات بطريقة تفاعل الحالة الصلبة , وذلك باستخدام أوزان مناسبة من مساحيق        

 تم خلط المساحيق باستخدام و,(HgO,Tl2O3,CaO,CuO,PbO,NiOاكاسيد عالية النقاوة من)

كبست خلطات المساحيق الناتجة باستخدام مكبس  مدقيقة, ث( 00-40الهاون اليدوي لمدة )

7ton/cm) هيدروليكي تحت ضغط كبس مقدارها )
2

,على شكل أقراص ذات قطر  ولمدة دقيقتين

(1.5cm( وسمك يتراوح بين )0.3-0.2cm) تم تلبيد العينات في الهواء االعتيادي وتحت درجة .

وذلك للحصول على مادة مترابطة  (       وبمعدل تسخين) (24hrولمدة)(     8حرارة )

ولضمان عملية انتشار تدريجي امثل بين الذرات .ثم بعد ذلك تم تبريد العينات إلى درجة حرارة 

 الغرفة بمعدل التسخين نفسه.

نظاما بلوريا  تمتلك  جميع العينات أن (XRDاظهرت نتائج فحص حيود االشعة السينية)       

-Ti,(Hg-1223) الطور العالي( ,وبينت احتواءها على النسبة الكبرى من  tetragonal)رباعي 

-Ti-1212)), (Hg-1201)Ti(Hg-1212مع نسب قليلة من األطوار الواطئة)  ((12223

  كانت للعينات (Hg-1223,وان اعلى نسبة للطور )مع ظهور بعض الشوائب ((1201

Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.2Ni0.8O8+ ,HgBa2Ca2Cu2.4Ni0.6O8+ على  التي تساوي

 ( كانت للعيناتTl-1223)وكذلك أعلى نسبة للطور (%81.737,)(%82.959)التوالي 

TlBa2Ca2Cu2.4     O9-δ, Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6     O9-δ  وهي على

تزايد في ( a=b,cكما اظهرت نتائج قياس ثوابت الشبيكة)( .%83.800(,)%85.046)التوالي

( وحساب كثافة وحدة الخلية ان العينات اعاله تمتلك اعلى قيمة c/aحساب النسبة)تم و  cقيمة 



c=16.2484A( وهذه القيم هي على التوالي )cللمحور)
ᵒ

),c=16.0635A
ᵒ 

),) 

c=16.0433A
ᵒ
), ) c=15.8110A

ᵒ
 ).) 

الكهربائية كدالة لدرجة الحرارة   سلوك العينات من حيث تغير المقاومية اختبار ومن خالل

( حصلنا على قيم درجات حرارة Four-Probe Techniqueباستخدام تقنية االقطاب االربعة )

فائق  معدنيا  العينات سلوكاجميع أظهرت عينة , حيث لل االنتقال الحرجة ,وقيم فجوة الطاقة

في العينة  درجة حرارة انتقالية  علىالحصول  ذات درجة حرارة انتقالية عليا, حيث تم  التوصيل و

(HgBa2Ca2Cu2.4Ni0.6O8+  ) (حيث كانت تساويTc=138.5K والتي امتازت كذلك )

درجة  (Hg0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.2Ni0.8O8+و) (Eg=0.0421eVبأعلى قيمة لفجوة الطاقة)

 (,Eg=0.0419eV) وقيمة فجوة الطاقة (Tc=139K) االنتقال الحرج تساوي

TlBa2Ca2Cu2.4     O9-δ (Tc=134.6K)  (وقيمة فجوة طاقةEg=0.0409eV)  و كذلك

( قيمة اعلى درجة حراره انتقال حرج  Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6     O9-δللعينه )

 .  (Eg=0.0425eVوقيمة فجوة طاقة )  (Tc=140 Kتساوي)

للعينات التي تتضمن )ثابت العزل الحقيقي, وثابت العزل الخيالي, والفقدان  اما الخواص العزلية    

( 50Hz-5MHzوالتوصيلية الكهربائية المتناوبة( فقد تمت دراستها كدالة للتردد وللمدى) العزلي,

من خالل وقد لوحظ ان هناك تغيرا واضحا في الخواص العزلية  في درجة حرارة الغرفة,

و ان كل من ثابت العزل الكهربائي)الحقيقي و الخيالي( , (Ni( و ) Pbاالستبدال الجزئي ب ) 

وان  (10KHz~)ومعامل الفقد العزلي يقالن مع زيادة التردد ويبدأن باالستقرار بعد تردد 

ولجميع  التوصيلية الكهربائية المتناوبة تزداد بازدياد التردد.ومنه نستنتج ان الخواص العزلية

 العينات تعتمد بصورة كبيرة على كل من نسبة االستبدال وكذلك على التردد.

قيمة الصالدة المايكروية للعينات  ان  حظلوحيث  الخواص الميكانيكية للعينات المحضرة حساب تم

 االستبدال الجزئي بالرصاص و النيكل نسبة الى العينة النقية.بزيادة نسبة تزداد  المحضرة

حيث مجهر القوة الذرية  AFMاجرينا فحص  من حيث الخشونة  صفات سطح العينات ولمعرفة

 ,حيث كانت   العينة  اظهرت العينات تركيبا رقائقيا مع تغيرات في التجانس و التوزيع

Tl0.5Pb0.5Ba2Ca2Cu2.6     O9-δ  للمركبات المحضرة معدل قطر  بالنسبةهي االفضل

 نانومتر.  73.54الحبيبي  يساوي 

كان ذا اثر الرصاص بدال من النحاس بثبوت نسبة  الستبدال الجزئي بالنيكلا تأثيران وقد لوحظ 

وعلى جميع الخواص من حيث التركيب وكذلك من حيث درجات الحرارة الحرجة ومن  ايجابي 

 .فائقة التوصيل للمركبات  ةوالميكانيكي حيث الخواص العزلية 



 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

دراسة و مقارنة تأثير االستبدال الجزئي للنيكل 
لمركبات لبالنحاس على الخواص الفيزيائية 

 الفائقة التوصيل 
 

 

 قدمتها  أطروحة 

 ألحمداني محمد لهيب أحمد
 إلى

 جامعة بغداد -التربية للعلوم الصرفة )ابن الهيثم( كلية مجلس 

 في فلسفة علوم  الفيزياء الدكتوراه درجة نيل كجزء من متطلبات
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